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The PRESIDINCI1.FFICER. Without
objection, it

DIGITAL PERFORMANCE RIGHT IN
SOUND RECORDINGS
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the immediate consider- transmission in an analog frmiat: Provided,
That the broadcast transmision being reation of calendar No. 165. S. 227.
programingof no
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The tranmsmtted may embody the or
more than one radio station;
clerk will report.
"(iv) the radio station's broadcast trans.
The legislative clerk read as follows: mision is made by a noncommercial educational
A bill (S. 227) to amend title 17, United broadcast station funded on or after January I,
States Code, to provide an exclusive right to 1995, under section 396(k) of the Communica.
perform sound recordings publicly by means tions Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 396(k)), consists soleof digital transmissions, and for other pur- ly of noncommercial educational and cultural
poses, which had been reported from the radio programs, and the retransmission.wheth.
Committee on the Judiciary, with an amend- er or not simultaneous, is a nonsubscrzption terment to strike all after the enacting clause restrial broadcast retransmission;or
and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"(C) a transmission or retransmission that

half of the majority
.tion with the Demo|uant to Public Law
he following individ- SECTION I. SHORF TTLL
y of Congress Trust
This Act may be cited as the "Digital PerformiC. Hall of Kansas to ance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995".

USE OF JEFFERSON DAVIS' DESK
Mr. GORTON. 4r. President. I ask
unanimous consept that the Senate
proceed to the immediate consideration of Senate R soutton 161, submitted earlier today )y Senators COCHRAN
and LAM.
PRESIDE!rG OFFICER. The
The
clerk will report.
The legislative lerk read as follows:
A resolution (S. RPis. 161) to make available
to the senior Senatr from Missisippi. during his or her term of office, the use of the
desk located in the enate Chamber and used
by Senator JeffersonI Davis.
Mr. GORTON. W. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the resolution
be considered an4 agreed to; that the
motion to reconsder be laid upon the
table; and that an, statements relating
to the resolutloniappear at the appropriate place in th RECoaD.
OFFICER. Without
The PRESIDIN
objection, it is so lrdered.
So the resolut n (S. Res. 161) was
agreed to, as foildv:
Resolved. That d ang the One hundred
fourth Congress a, each Congress thereafter, the desk Ioc ted within the Senate
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'(ID retransmitted only within the local com.
muniti, served by the retransmitter.
the radio station's broadcast trans'if)
minion was being retransmittedto cable systems
(as defined in section l1l(f)) by a satellite car.
rier on January 1. 1995. and that retransmission
was being retransrdtted by cable systems as a
separate and discrete signal, and the satellite
carrier obtains the radio station's broadcast

. LrCItCSlVW RIGHTS IN COPYIgGETD
WOK
Section 106 of title 17. United States Code, is
amended(1) in paragraph (4) by striking "and" after
the semicolon:
(2) in paragraph(5) by striking the period and
SEC

inserting "; and": and

(3) by adding at the end the following:
"(6) in the case of sound recordings, to perform the copyrighted work publicly by means of
a digital audio transmission.".
SgC~ s&SCOPE OF ErCLLSP3 RIGMS IVSOUND
RACO*DINO&
Section 114 of title 17, United States Code, is
amended(1) in subsection (a) by striking "and (3)'"and
inserting "(3) and (6)";
(2) in subsection (b) in the first sentence by
striking "phonorecords. or of copies of motion
pictures and other audiovisual works," and inserting "phonorecords or copie";
(3) by striking subsection (d) and inserting:
"(d) LIMITATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE RIGrT.-Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106(6)-'(1) EXEMPT TRANSMISSIONS AND RETRANSMIssiONS.-The performance of a sound record-

ing publicly by means of a digital audio transmission or retransmission, other than as a part
of an interactive servce. is not an infringement
of section 106(6) if the performance is part of"(A) a nonsubscriptton transmission, such as
a nonsubscriptionbroadcast transmission:
"(B) a retransmission of a nonsubscription
broadcast transmission: Provided, That, in the
cas of a retransmission of a radio station's
broadcast transmission"(1) the radio station's broadcast transmission
Chamber and usem by Senator ,Jeffrsn
Davis shall, at the quest of the senior Sen- is not willfully or repeatedly retransmittedmore
of Mississippi. be as- than a radius of 150 miles from the site of the
ator from the Sta
signed to such Sene ;or, for use in carrying
radio broadcast transmitter,however"(1) the 150 mile limitation under this clause
out his or her Sena )rial duties during that
shall not apply when a nonsubscription broadSenator's term of of Ce.
cast transmison by a radio station licensed by
the Federal Communications Commission is "etransmitted on a nonsubscriptionbasis by a terREVISED EDIT ON OF STANDING
restrial broadcast station. terrestrial translator.
RULES OF THE SENATE
or terrestrial repeater licensed by the Federal
Mr. GORTON. dr. President, I ask Communication Commission; and
unanimous conse t that the Commit"(11) in the case of a subscription retranstee on Rules and Ldmlnistration be di- mission of a nonsubacriptionbroadcat rtransof
edition
mission covered by subclause (1), the 150 mile rarected to prepar a revised
the Standing Rul s of the Senate, and dius shall be measured from the transmitter site
that such standin rules be printed as a of such broadcastretransmitter:
"(t) the retransmission is of radio station
Senate document
transmissions that are-I further ask ux nlmous consent that broadcast
"'(I) obtained by the retransmitterover the air:
2,500 additional ct pies of this document
'(il) not electronically processed by the rebe printed for the am of the Committee
transmitter to deliver separate and discrete stnalb; and
on Rules and Adn Lnstratlon.

comes within any of the following categories:
"(i) a prior or simultaneous transmission or
retransmission incidental to an exempt transmission or retransmission, such as a feed received by and then retransmitted by an exempt
transmitter: Provided, That such incidental
trans ssions or retransmissions do not include
any subscription transmission or retransmission
directly for reception by members of the public:
"(it) a transmission or retransmission within a
business establishment, confined to its premises
or the immediately surrounding vicinity:
"(ii) a retransmission by any retransmitter,
including a multichannel video programming
distributor as defined in section 522(12) of the
Conmmunication Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 522(12)).
of a transmission by a transmitter licensed to
publicly perform the sound recording as a part
of that transmission, if the retransmission is simultaneous with the licensed transmission and
authorizedby the transmitter:or
S(itv) a transmission or retransmission to a
business establishment for use in the ordinary
course of its business: Provided, That the busines recipient does not retransmit the transmission outside of its premises or the immediately surrounding vicinity, and that the
transmission does not exceed the sound recording performance complement. Nothing in this
clause shall limit the scope of the exemption in
clause (i).
"(2) SUBScRIPTION TRANSMISSIONS,-In the
case of a subscription transmission not exempt
under subsection (d)(1). the performance of a
sound recording publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission shall be subject to statutory
licensing, in accordance with subsection (f) of
this section, if'(A) the transminion is not part of an interactive service;
-(B) the transmission does not exceed the
sound recording performance complement.
"(C) the transmittingentity does not cause to
be published by means of an advance program
schedule or prior announcement the titles of the
vecific sound recordings or phonorecords embodying such sound recordings to be transmitced:
"(D) except in the cae of transmission to a
business establishment, the transmitting entity
does not automatically and intentionally cause

any device receiving the transmission to switch

from one program channel to another; and
"(E) except as provided in section 1002(e) of
this title, the tranmission of the sound recording is accompanied by the information encoded
in that sound recording, if any. by or under the
authority of the copyright owner of that sound
recording, that identifies the title of the sound
recording, the featured recording artist who performs on the sound recording, and related information, including information concerning the
underlying musical work and its writer.
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"(3) LICEN ES FOR rRAN3lISSIONS BY INTE'RACTIVE S=VICES.-

"(A) No interactive service shall be granted an
exclusive license under section 106(6) for. the
performance of a sound recording pubicJy by
means of digital audio transmission for a period
in excess of 12 months, excet that with respect
to an exclusive license granted to an interactive
service by a licensor that holds the copyright to
1,000 or fewer sound recordings, the period of
such license shall not exceed 24 months: Provided, however, That the grantee of such exclusive license shall be ineligible to receive another
exclusive license for the performance of that
sound recording for ,a Period of 13 months from
the expiration of the prior exclusive license.
"(B) The limitation set forth in subparagraph
(A) of this paragraph shall not apply if"'(i) the licensor has granted and there remain
in effect licenses under section 106(6) for the
public performance of sound recordings by
means of digital audio transmisson by at least
5 different interactive services: Provided, however, That each such license must be for a minimum of 10 percent of the copyrighted sound recordings owned by the licensor that have been
licensed on an exclusive basis to interactive
srices, but in no event less than 50 sound recordings; or
"(ii) the exclusive license is granted to perform publicly up to 45 seconds of a sound recording and the sole purpose of the performance
is to promote the distribution or performance of
that sound recording.
"(C) Notwithstanding the grant of an exclusive or nonexclusive license of the right of public
performance under section 106(6), an interactive
service may not publicly perform a sound recording unless a license has been granted for
the public performance of any copyrighted musical work contained in the sound recording, Provided, That such license to publicly perform the
copyrighted musical work may be granted either
by a performing rights society representing the
copyright owner or by the copyright owner.
"(D) The performance of a sound recording by
means of a digital audio retransmission is not
an infringement of section 106(6) if"() the retransmission is of a transmission by
an interactive service licensed to publicly perform the sound recording to a particular member
of the public as part of that transmission; and
"(ii) the retransmission is simultaneous with
the licensed transmission, authorized by the
transmitter, and limsted to that particular member of the public intended by the interactive
service to be the recipient of the transmission.
"'(E) For the purposes of this paragraph"'() a 'licensor' shall include the licensing entity and any other entity under any material
degree of common ownership, management, or
control that owns copyrights in sound recordings; and
-(ii) a 'performing rights society' is an association or corporation that licenses the public
performance of nondramatic musical works on
behalf of the copyright owner, such as the
American Society of Composers. Authors and
Publishers, Broadcast Music, Inc., and SESAC,
Inc.

"'(W) any other rights under any other clause
of section 106. or remedies available under this
title, as such rights or remedies exist either before or after the date of enactment of the Digital
Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of
196.
"(C) Any limitations in this section on the exclusive right under section 106(6) apply only to
the exclusive right under section 106(6) and not
to any other exclusive rights under section 106.
Nothing in this section shall be construed to
annul. limdt, impair or otherwise affect in any
way the ability of the owner of a copyright in
a sound recording to exercise the rights under
sections 106(1). 106(2) and 106(3), or to obtain
tUe remedies available under this title pursuant
to such rights, as such rights and remedies exist
either before or after the date of enactment of
the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995.";and
(4) by adding after subsection (d) the following:
"(e) AUHORITY POR NBOOIATON.-

"(1) Notwithstanding any provision of the
antitrust laws, in negotiating statutory lcens
in accordance with subsection (D.any copyright
owners of sound recordings and any entities
performing sound recordings affected by th
section may negotiate and agree upon the royalty rates and license terms and conditions for
the performance of such sound recordings and
the proportionate division of fee paid among
copyright owners, and may designate comwn
agents on a nonehlus ve basis to negotiate.
agree to,pay, or receive payments.
"(2) For licenses granted under section 106(6).
other than statutory licenses, such as for performances by interactive services or performances that exceed the sound recording performance complemnent"(A) copyright owners of sound recordings affected by this section may designate common
agents to act on their behalf to grant licenses
and receive and remit royalty payments. Proided,. That each copyright owner shall establish the royalty rates and material license terms
and conditions unilaterally, that is. not in
agreement, combination, or concert with other

copyright owners of sound recordings; and
"(B) entities performing sound recordings affected by this section may designate common
agents to act on their behalf to obtain .licenses
and collect and pay royalty fees. Provided. That
each entity performing sound recordings shall
determine the royalty rates and material license
not in
terms and conditions unilaterally, that is,
agreement, combination, or concert with other
entities performing sound recordings.
"() LICENSES FOR NONEXEMPT SUBSCRiPTION
TRNSMissIoNs.-

"(1) No later than 30 days after the enactment
of the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995, the Librarian of Congress
shall cause notice to be published in the Federal
Register of the initiation of voluntary negotiation proceedings for the purpose of determining
reasonable terms and rates of royalty payments
for the activities specified by subsection (d)(2) of
Otis section during the period beginning on the
effective date of such Act and ending on Decem"(4) RIGHTS NOT OTHERWISE LIMITED."(A) Except as expressly provided in this sec- ber 31, 2000. Such terms and rates shall distintion. this section does not limit rr intpair the ex- guish among the different types of digital audio
clus:ve right to perform a sound recording pub- transmission services then in operation. Any
licly by means of a digital audio transmission copyright owners of sound recordings or any entities performing sound recordings affected by
under section 106(6).
"(B) Nothing in this section annuls or limits ts section may submit to the Librarian of Congress licenses covering such activities with rein any way"(I) the exclusive right to.publicly perform a spet to such sound recordings. The parties to
musical work, including by means of a digital each negotiation proceeding shall bear their
own costs.
audio transmission, under section 106(4);
"'(ii) the exclusive rights to reproduce and dis"(2) In the absence of license agreements nethe Librarian of
tribute a sound recording or the musical work gotiated under paragraph (1),
shall. pursuant to chapter 8,convene
Congress
and
embodied therein under sections 106(1)
a copyright arbitration royalty panel to deter106(3); or
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mine and publish in the Federal Register a
schedule of rates and terms which, ,"bect to
paragraph (3), shall be binding on all copyright
owners of sound recordings and entities performing sound recordings. In establishing such
rates and terms the copyright arbitration roy.
alty panel may consider the rates for comparable type of digital audio transmission services and comparable circumstances under vol.
untary license agreements negotiated as pro.
vided in paragraph (1). The parties to the pro.
ceeding shall bear the entire cost of the proceedig in such manner and proportion as the arbi.
tratlon panels shall direct. The Librarian of
Congress shall also establish requirements by
which copyright owners may receive reasonable
notice of the use of their sound recordings under
this section, and under which records of such
use shall be kept by entities performing sound
recordings.
-(3) License agreements voluntarily negotated at any time between one or more copyright owners of sound recordings and one or

more entities Performing sound recordings shall
be given effect in lieu of any determination by
a copyright arbitration royalty panel or decion
by the Librarian of Congress.
"(4) The procedures specified in paragraphs
(1) and (2) shall be repeated and concluded, in
accordance with regulations that the Librarian
of Congress shall prescribe"(A) within a 6-month period each time that
a petition is filed by any copyright owners of
sound recordings or any entities performing
sound recordings affected by this section indicating that a new type of digital audio transmission service on which sound recordings are
performed is or is about to become operational,
and
.'(B) between June 30 and December 31, 0
and at 5-year intervals thereafter.
"(5)(A) Any person who wishes to perform a
sound recording publicly by means of a nonexempt subscription transmission under this
subsection may do so without infringing the eV
clusive right of the copyright owner of th
sound recording-

"(i) by complying with such notice requirements as the Register of Copyrights shall Prescribe by regulation and by paying royalty fees
in accordance with this subsection; or
"(it) If such royalty fees have not been set, by
agreeing to pay such royalty fees as shall be de
termined in accordance with this subsection.
"(B) Any royalty payments in arrears shall be
made on or before the twentieth day of thl
month next succeeding the month in which th
royalty fees are set.
"(g) PROCEEDS FROM LICENSING OF SUB$CIP
TION TRANsMI.ssiONS.-

"(1) Except in the case of a subscrito
transmission licensed in accordance with su1b
section (I) of this section"(A) a featured recording artist who Performs
on a sound recording that has been license f '
a subscription transmission shall be entitled o
receive payments from the copyright Owne
the sound recording in accordance with the
terms of the artist's contract; and
"(B) a nonfeatured recording artist who po'
forms on a sound recording that has been b.
censed for a subscription transmission shall be
entitled to receive payments from the OPOIV"o9oner of the sound recording In ac0 or.awith the terms of the nonfeatured recor artist's applicable contract or other aO .lle
agreement.
"(2) The copyright owner of the exclus
right under section 106(6) of this title to ub,
perform a sound recording by means of a di9t
.co"
audio transmission shall allocate to r
artists in the following manner its ro sras
the statutory licensing of subscription
mission Performances of the sound recOrt'"
accordance with subsection (f) of this Section'
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(A)io percent of the receipts shall be deposr
escrow account
managed
by an indeii" ",, admnistato
jointly
appointed
by

cording chosen by or on behalf of the recipient.
The ability of individuals to request that particular sound recordings be performed for recep,rpht owners of sound recordings and the tion by the public at large does not make a serv0
- n Federation of Musicians (or any suc- ice interactive. If an entity offers both inter.
A
;aty) to be distributed to nonfeatured active and non-interactive services (either con0%.
, (whether or not members of the Amer- currently or at different times), the non-interatton of Musicians) who have per- active component shall not be treated as part of
1Fed
an interactive service.
on sound recordings.
'(5) A 'nontubscription transmission'. nondeposIB) 2il percent of the receipts shall be
managed by an inde- subscription retransnission',or a 'nonsubscrip.
account
escrow
in
an
id
tad&n admrnstrator jointly appointed by tion broadcast transmission' is any transmission
,,,pogih owners of sound recordings and the or retransmission that Is not a subscription
n Federation of Televinion and Radio transmissionor retransmission.
"(6) A 'retransmission' includes any further
any successor entity) to be distrib(o
Artist
to nonfeatured vocalists (whether or not simultaneous retransmission of the same transof the American Federation of Tele- mission. Nothing in this definition shall be con,lrs
and Radio Artists) who have performed strued to exempt a transnissionthat fails to satisfy a separate element required to qualify for
01 sound recordings.
'(C) 4j percent of the receipts shall be allo- an exemption under section 114(d)(1).
"(7) The 'sound recording performance comled. on a per sound recording basis, to the re- plement' is
the transmission during any 3-hour
o,01ing artist or artists featured on such sound
recording (or the persons conveying rights in the period, on a particularchannel used by a transmitting entity, of no more thanperformance in the sound recordings).
a.1
"(A) 3 different selections of sound recordings
,.(A) L C$sN TO AFFILIATI."(1) If the copyright owner of a sound record- from any one phonorecord lawfully distributed
,ng licenses an affiliated entity the right to pub- for public performance or sale in the United
,,,qy perform a sound recording by means of a States. if no more than 2 such selections are
transmitted consecutively; or
ital audio transmission under section 106(6),
-(B) 4 different selections of sound recordings
cCopyright owner shall make the licensed
"(i)by the same featured recording artist; or
snd recording available under section 106(6)
"(it) from any set or compilation of
Onno less favorable terms and conditions to all
bow fide entities that offer similar services, ex- phonorecords lawfully distributed together as a
ot that. if there are material differences in the unit for public performance or sale in the United
stop, of the requested license with respect to the States.
,e of service. the particularsound recordings if no more than three such selections are transjensed. the frequency of use. the number of mitted consecutively: Provided. That the transxbscbers served, or the duration, then the mission of selections in excess of the numerical
,Wspoght owner may establish different terms limits provided for in clauses (A) and (B) from
multiple phonorecords shall nonetheless qualify
pd conditions for such other services.
"(2) The limitation set forth in paragraph (1) as a sound recording performance complement if
cas
the programmting of the multiple phonorecords
the
in
apply
not
of thU subsection shall
Ihre the copyright owner of a sound recording was not willfully intended to avoid the numerical limitations prescribed in such clauses.
"(A) an interactive Service; or
"(8) A 'subscription transmission' is a trans"(B) an entity to perform publicly up to 45 mission that is controlled and limited to parttcuMonds of the sound recordingand the sole pur- tar recipients, and for which considerationis repW of the performance Is to promote the dis- quired to be paid or otherwise given by or on bembutiOn or performance of that sound record- half of the recipient to receive the transmission
or a package of transmissions including the
Vug.
"(I) NO EFFWCT ON ROYALTIES FOR UNOERLY- transmission.".
W WORk.-License fees payable for the public S~c 4.
cMEANICAL ROYALT
IN DIGITAL
PHONOBD.COXD DXLEV1AU
Xrformance of sound recordings under clause
(6)of section 106 shall not be taken into account
Section 115 of title 17. United States Code. is
inany administrative,judicial, or other govern- amendedmetal proceeding to set or adjust the royalties
(1) in subsection (a)(1)-.
psable to copyright owners of musical works
(A) in the first sentence by striking out "any
for the public performance of their works. It is other person" and inserting in lieu thereof "any
th intent of Congress that royalties payable to other person, including those who make
cprght owners of musical works for the pub- phonorecorde or digital phonorecord deliveries
lic performance of their works shall not be dt- by means of a digital audio transmission,";and
*xisted in any respect as a result of the rights
(B) in the second sentence by inserting before
gruted by section 106(6).
the period ". including by means of a digital
") D0FINrION.-As used in this section. t e phomorecord delivery";
following terms have the following meanings:
(2) in subsection (c)(2) in the second sentence
.W) An 'affiliated entity' is an entity engag- by inserting "and other than as provided in
ag in digital audio transmissions covered by paragraph(3)." after "For this purpose,":
mcdon 106(6). other than an interactive service,
(3) by redesignating paragraphs(3), (4). and
n which the licensor has any direct or indirect (5) of subsection (c) as paragraphs (4), (5), and
partnership or any ownership interest amount- (6). respectively, and by inserting after Paramg to 5 percent or more of the outstanding vot- graph (2) the following new paragraph.
m or non-voting stock.
"(3)(A) A compulsory license under this sec"(2) A 'broadcast transmission' is a trans- tion Includes the right of the compulsory 11Mlon made by a broadcast station licensed as
censee to distribute or authorize the distribution
MCAb the Federal Communications Commdsof a phonorecord of a nondramatic musical
work by means of a digital transmission which
'(3) A 'digital audio transmission' is a digital constitutes a digital phonorecord delivery, rebuwisinas defined in setio 101. that eragardless
of whether the digital transmission is
bdathe transmiss_.ion of a sound recording.
This tun doe not ilIude the transiso of also a public performance of the sound recording under section 10(6) of this title or of any
0, audtovisual work.
nondrammatic musical work enbodied therein
"(4) An 'interactive service' is one that en- under section 108(4) of this title. For every digiW a member of the public to receive, on re- tal phonorecord delivery by or under the au914t. a tranatission of a particularsound re- thority of the compulsory licensee--

"(4)on or before December 31. 1997. the royally payable by the compulsory licensee shall be
the royalty prescribed under paragraph(2) and
chapter 4 of this title; and
"(it) on or after January 1,1998, the royalty
payable by the compulsory licensee shall be the
royalty prescribed under subparagraphs (B)
through (F) and chapter a of this title.
"(B) Notwithstanding any provision of the
antitrust laws, for the purpose of this subparagraph, any copyright owners of nondramatic
musical works and any persons entitled to obtain a compulsory license under subsection
(a)(l) may negotiate and agree upon the terms
and rates of royalty payments under this paragraph and the proportionate division of fees
paid among copyright owners, and may designate comnon agents to negotiate, agree to.
pay or receive such royalty payments. Such authority to negotiate the terms and rates of royalty payments includes, but is not limited to.the
authority to negotiate the year during which
the royalty rates prescribed under subparagraphs (B) through (F) and chapter 8 of this
title shall next be determined.
"(C) During the period of June 30. 1996,
through December 31. 1996, Librarian of Congress shall cause notice to be published in the
Federal Register of the initiation of voluntary
negotiation proceedingsfor the purpose of determining reasonable terms and rates of royalty
Payments for the activities specified by subparagraph (A) during the period beginning January
1. 1995. and ending on December 31. 2007. or
such earlier date (regarding digital transmissions) as the parties may agree. Such terms
and rates shall distinguish between (i) digital
phonorecord deliveries where the reproduction
or distributionof a phonorecord is incidental to
the transmission which constitutes the digital
phonorecord delivery, and (ii) digital phonorecord deliveries in general. Any copyright owners of nondramatic musical works and any persons entitled to obtain a compulsory license
under subsection (a)(1) may submit to the Librarian of Congress licenses covering such activities. The parties to each negotiation proceeding shall bear their own costs.
"(D) In the absence of license agreements negotiated under subparagraph (C). the Librarian
of Congress shall, pursuant to chapter 8, convene a copyright arbitrationroyalty panel to determine and publish in the Federal Register a
schedule of rates and terms which, subject to
subparagraph(E), shall be binding on all copyright owners of nondramatic musical works and
persons entitled to obtain a compulsory license
under subsection (a)(1) during the period beginning January 1, 199, and ending on December
31, 2007, or such earlier date (regardingdigital
transmissions) as may be determined pursuant
to subparagraph (C) or chapter 8. Such terms
and rates shall distinguish between (i) digital
phonorecord deliveries where the reproduction
or distribution of a phonorecordis incidental to
the transmtion which constitutes the digital
phonorecord delivery, and (ii) digital phonorecord deliveries in general, In addition to the
objectives set forth in section 801(b)(1). in estab.
lishing such rates and terms, the copyright arbitration royalty panel may consider rates under
voluntary license agreements negotiated as Provided in subparagraph (C). The royalty rates
Payable for a compulsory license for a digital
phonorecorddelivery under this section shall be
established de novo and no precedential effect
shall be given to the amount of the royalty payable by a compulsory licensee for digital phonorecord deliveries on or before December 31. 1997.
The partie to the proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof in such manner and proportion
as the arbitration Panels shall direct. The Librarian of Congress shall also establish requirements by which copyright owners may receive
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reasonable notice of the use of their works
under this section, and under which records of
such use shall be kept and made available by
persons making digital phonorecord dellveries.
"(E)( License agreements voluntarily negotiated at any time between one or more copyright owners of nondramatic musical works and
a"W or more persons entitled to obtain a comPulsory license under subsection (a)(1) shall be
given effect in lieu of any determination by the
Librarian of Congress. Subject to clause (it), the
royalty rates determined pursuant to subparagraph (C) or (D) shall be given effect in lieu of
any contrary royalty rates specified in a contract pursuant to which a recording artist who
is the author of a nondramatic musical work
grants a license under that person's exclusive
rights in the musical work under section 106(1)
or (3) to a person deting to fix in a tangible
medium of erprestion a sound recording embodying the musical work.
0'(iiClause (I) shall not apply to-"(1) a contract entered into on or before June
22, 1995. and not modified thereafter for the purpose of reducing such rates or of increasing the
number of musical works within the scope of the
contract covered by the reduced rates, except If
a contract entered into on or before June 22.
1995. is modified thereafter for the purpose of increasing the number of musical works within the
scope of the contract, any contrary royalty rates
specified in the contract shall be given effect In
lieu of royalty rates determined pursuant to
subparagraph (C) or (D) for the number of musical works within the scope of the contract as of
June 22. 1995; and
"(I) a contract entered into after the date
that the sound recording is fixed in a tangible
medium of expression substantially in a form In-

tended for coanercai release, if at the time the
contract is entered into, the recording artist retains the right to grant licenses under sections
106(1) and 106(3).
"(F) The procedures specified in subparagraphs (C) and (D) shall be repeated and concluded, in accordance with regulations that the
Librarian of Congress shall prescribe, as provided in section &03(a)(3). except to the extent
that different times for the repeating and concluding of such proceedings may be determined
in accordance with subparagraph (C) or (D).
"(G) Except as provided in section 1002(e) of
this title, a digital phonorecord delivery licensed
under this paragraph shall be accompanied by
the information encoded in the sound recording.
if any, by or under the authority of the copyright owner of that sound recording, that identifies the title of the sound recording, the featured
recording artist who performs on the sound recording, and related information, including Information concerning the underlying musical

work and its writer.
"(H)(i) A digital phonorecord delivery of a
sound recording is actionable as an act of in-

fringement under section 501. and is fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502
through 506 and sections 509 and 510. unless"(/) the digital phonorecord delivery has been
authorized by the copyright owner of the sound
recording: and
"(I) the owner of the copyright in the sound
recording or the entity making the digital phonorecord delivery has obtained a compulsory license under this section or has otherwise been
authorized to distribute or authorize the distribution, by means of a digital phonorecord delivery, of each nondramatic musical work embodied in the sound recording.
"'(i) Any cause of action under this subparagraph shall be in addition to those available to
the owner of the copyright in the nondramatic
musical work under subsection (c)(5) and section 106(4) and the owner of the copyright in the
sound recording under section 106(6).

"(1) The liability of the copyright owner of a
sound recording for Infrment of the copyright in a nusical work embodied in the sound
recordtn shall be determined in accordance
with applicable law, exc pI that the owner of a
copyright in a sound recording shall not be ltable for a digital phonorecord delivery by a third
Party if the owner of the copyright in the sound
recording does not license the distribution of a
phonorecord of the musical work.
"'(J)Nothing in section 100 shall be construed
to prevent the exercise of the rights and reanedles allowed by thts paragraph. paragraph (7),
and chapter 5 In the event of a digital phonorecor delivery,. P-11 that no action alleging
Inftngement of copyright may be brought under
this ttle against a manufacturer. Unporter or
distributorof a digital audio recording device. a
digital audio recording medium, an analog recording device, or an analog recording medium.
or against a consumer, based on the actions described in such section.
"(K) Nothing In this section annuls or limits
(I) the exclusive right to Publicly perform a
sound recording or the musical work embodied
therein, including by means of a digital transmission, under sections 106(0) and 106(6), (t) except for compulsory licensing under the conditions specified by this section, the exclusive
rights to reproduce and distribute the sound recording and the musical work embodied therein
under sections 106(1) and 106(3). including by
means of a digital phonorecord delivery, or (Ill)
any other rights under any other provision of
section 106. or remedies available under this
title, as such rights or remedies exist either before or after the date of enactment of the Digital
Performance Aight in Sound Recordings Act of
1995.
"(L) The provisions of this section concerning
digital Phonorecord deliveries shall not apply to
any exempt transmissions or retransmissions
under section 114(d)(1). The exemptions created
in section 114(d)(1) do not expand or reduce the
rights of copyright owners under section 106 (1)
through (5) with respect to such tranmisslons
and retransmissions. "; and
(5) by adding after subsection (c) the following:
"'(d) DEFINION.-As used in this section, the
following term has the following meaning: A
'digital phonorecord delivery' is each individual
delivery of a phonorecord by digital transmission of a sound recording which results in a
specifically identifiable reproduction by or for
any transmission recipient of a phonorecord of
that sound recording, regardless of whether the
digital transmission is also a public performance
of the sound recording or any nondramatic musical work embodied therein. A digital phonorecord delivery does not result from a real-time.
noninteractive subscription transmission of a
sound recording where no reproduction of the
sound recording or the musical work embodied

therein is made from the inception of the transmission through to Its receipt by the transmission recipient in order to make the sound recording audible. ".
Mr- S. CONPOR. MGA2 4DIV5
(a) DEFINITIONS.-Section 101 of title 17, United States Code, is amended by inserting after
the definition of "device", "machine". or "process'" the following:
"A 'digital transmission' is a transmission in
whole or In part in a digital or other non-analog
format.".

(1) Section 119(a)(1) of title 17, United States
Code, is amended in the first sentence by insertIng "and section 114(d)'" after "of this rub
section".
(2) Section 119(a)(2)(A) of title 17, United
States Code, is amended In the first sentence by
inserting "and section 1141d)" after "of this
subsection ".
(d) COPYRIORT

ARBITRATION ROYALTY

PAN-

(1) Section 80I(b)(1) of title 17, United States
Code, is amended in the first and second sentenc
by striking "115" each place it appears
and inserting "'14.115.".
(2) Section 802(c) of title 17. United States
Code. is amended in the third sentence by strikIng "section Ill, 116, or 119," and inserting
"section Ill. 114. 116, or 119, any person entitled
to a compulsory license under section 114(d),
any person entitled to a compulsory license
under section 115,".
(3) Section 802(g) of title 17, United States
Code, is a ended In the third sentence by in.
serting "114," after "111,".
(4) Section 802(h)(2) of title 17, United States
Code, is amended by inserting "114," after
"'11,".
SEC & ZFFXC77VZ DAML
This Act and the amendments made by this
Act shall take effect 3 months after the date of
enactment of this Act, except that the provision
of sections 114(e) and 114(f) of title 17, United
States Code (as added by section 3 of this Act)
shall take effect onmediately upon the date of
enactment of this Act.
AMENDMENT NO.

30

(Purpose: To amend title 17. United States
Code. to provide an exclusive right to perform sound recordings publicly by means
of digital transmissIons, and for other purposes)
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, on behalf of Senators HATCH and FmImSTEU.
I send an amendment to the desk to
the committee amendment and ask for
its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Washington [Mr. GoRTON] for Mr. HATCH, for himself and Mrs.
FEINSTEIN, proposes an amendment numbered 2302.

Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(The text of the amendment is printed in today's R-coRD under "Amendments Submitted.")
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the amendment be agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment (No. 2302) was agreed

to.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President. I rise to
request my colleagues' support for S.
227, the Digital Performance Right in
(b) LIMITATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE RIOHTS: SECSound Recordings Act of 1995.
ONDARY TRANsMISSIoNs-ection 111(c)(1)
of
Mr. President, sound recordingstitle 17, United States Code, is amended In the whether records, CD's, or tapes--are
first sentence by inserting "and section 114(d)" the only
copyrighted works capable of
after "of this subsection".
(c) LIMIrATION ON EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS: SEc- performance that do not enjoy a performance right under our copyright
ONDARY TRANSMISSIONS OP STJPERSTATIONS AND
NETWORK STArIONS FOR PPiVATE HOME VIEWlaw, even though they enjoy such a
IN.right in over 60 other nations. That
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simple fact, and the policies that underline it. is what S. 227 is all about.
All other works, whether they be films,
plays, operas, songs, or ballets are protected by the performance right which
guarantees that when their works are
heard or seen publicly, those who created and produced the work are compensated.
This legislation has been a long time
in coming. From the very first moment
that Federal copyright protection was
extended to sound recordings in 1972,
Congress has been concerned about
whether this discrimination with regard to the performance right makes
sense. In the Copyright Act of 1976, we
ordered the Register of Copyrights to
study this problem and to report to
Congress "after consulting with representatives of owners of copyrighted
materials,
representatives
of the
broadcasting, recording, motion picture, entertainment industries, and
arts organizations, representatives of
organized labor and performers of copyrighted materials." 17 U.S.C. Section
114(d).
The report of the Copyright Office
strongly recommended the adoption of
a sweeping performance right for sound
recordings. Over 10 years later, Congress requested a supplemental study
of the issue, one that would take into
account the many technological and
legal changes in the intervening years.
That report, filed in October of 1991, reaffirmed the view that sound recordings are illogically and unfairly discriminated against in our copyright
law, with clearly identifiable adverse
consequences for American artists individually and for our balance of trade in
general.
Responding to these studies, Senator
FEINSTEw and I filed S. 1421 in the last
Congress. That bill did not seek to create a performance right for all public
performances of sound records, but instead addressed the most immediate
threat to the owners of copyright in
sound recordings--the ease of copying
and greater fidelity that is achievable
through the transmission of sound recordings by means of digital technologies.
We were unable to achieve passage of
S. 1421 in the 103d Congress, but, because of the discussions and negotiations held throughout the past 2 years,
we are able to present to this body a
bill that accommodates the legitimate
interests of everyone involved in the
music licensing, distribution, and performance systems. The new digital performance right created by this bill applies to digital audio transmission of
sound recordings which are part of an
interactive service, or for which a subscriber pays a fee. The bill does not
apply to traditional broadcasts and

nesses, among others. In drawing these
lines, the Judiciary Committee, which
I have the honor of chairing, attempted
to balance the competing interests of
the various copyright owners as well as
users, and we think we have gotten it

right.

S. 2V was unanimously approved by
the Judiciary Committee on June 29,
1995. Indeed, I am pleased to note that,
in addition to Senator FKhSTM and
myself, the bill is now cosponsored by
Senator DzWwBn, Senator SIMPSON,
Senator Lo' r, Senator BAUCUS, Senator TKURMOND, and Senator LASY. I
believe it is ready for approval by the
Senate today.
I should note that I am proposing
today a substitute that contains a
number of technical corrections to the
bill as approved by the Judiciary Committee. The legislation is complex, and
we have attempted to correct some inconsistent uses of defined terms and
other technical errors. In addition, we
have adopted a number of suggestions
made by the Copyright Office to improve the procedures provided for in
the legislation for negotiating and arbitrating royalty rates and terms. I am
submitting a description of these
changes and a section-by-section analysis for the RECORD along with this
statement for the information of my
colleagues.
Mr. President, today Is an important
day for creators of American music.
Today we are correcting an anomalous
Inequity in our copyright law. Although American music has long been
the world's most popular, we have
strangely not given the creators of
sound recordings a right to control and
be remunerated for their works. Today
we take a substantial step to ending
that inequity.
This bill is forward looking. It largely leaves in place mature businesses
that have grown up under the old copyright regime. It seeks to ensure that
creators of sound recordings will have
the rights they have been denied until
now as the digital age dawns.
This bill also will help protect the
creators of American music abroad by
strengthening our international position in negotiating safeguards for the
makers of American music performed
in other countries, as it is all over the
world.
Mr. President, It is Important that
the creators of America's musicwhether they compose the score, write
the lyrics, sing the songs, or produce
the recording&-be fairly and equitably
compensated for the publo performances that result. For too long they
have not been.
I therefore ask my colleagues to support and pass S. Z17, so that this long
overdue protection can be at last promost other free transmissions, trans- vided.
I also ask unanimous consent that a
missions within businm establishments, and transmissions made by description of the changes from the
commercial music services to busi- committee-approved bill, and a new

22779

section-by-section analysis be printed
In the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
DZSCRIPTION OF T&CENICAL CORR-ZCIONS To
THZ CoMGerrzz-Appiovm BnU
SEMCrON 1DXI)-ZMPT TRANSmsONS AND
RZrRA SSMIsONS
AS originally approved by the Committee.
the bill generally used to term "transmission" to refer to all transmissions. and
the term "retransmlsson" to refer to the
subset of transmissions that are further
transmissions of initial transmissions. Thus.
for example, new section 106(6) granted an
exclusive right to perform a copyrighted
sound recording publicly "by means of a digital audio transmission." and did not mention retransmissions. even though it was intended that the new performance right would
cover all digital audio transmissions, including retransmissions.
Use of those terms in section 114(d)(1) was
not always consistent with that general
usage. The corrected bill uses these terms
consistently. To clarify the original intention of the bill. the following changes were
made:
In section 114(0). a new definition of the
term "transmission" was added to clarify
that that term includes retransmissions.
The definitions of the terms "broadcast"
transmission. "retransmission" and 'nonsubscription" transmission were also revised
to reflect this clarification.
In section 114(dXl). the phrase "or retransmission" has been deleted in several places
where it isnot necessary in light of the new
definitions.
Section 114(dXIXA) also was revised to reflect the clarified definitions. Subparagraph
(A) originally was intended to exempt nonsubscription transmissions being initially
delivered to the public. such as nonsubscription broadcast transmissions. With the clarification of the definitions, it became neceseary to specify more precisely which transmissions are covered by this exemption.
Thus, under the corrected bill. a transmission is exempt if It is either:
A nonsubcription transmission other than
a retransmission (such as a nonbroadcast
nonsubecription digital audio service that
originates its transmissions rather than retransmitting a programming feed);
An initial nonsubecription retransmission
made for direct reception by members of the
public of a prior or simultaneous Incidental
transmission that is not made for direct reception by members of the public (such as an
initial retransmission to the public of a network feed-whether the feed itself is exempt
remains governed by section ll4(dXIXCXi));
or
A nonsubecription broadcast transmission.
As defined in section 1l4(JX2), this category
includes all nonsubecription broadcast transmissions made by terrestrial broadcast stations licensed by the FCC, whether an initial
trnsmisasion (such as a local newscast) or a
retransmission (such as the retransmission
of a feed supplied by a network or syndicator). This clause does not cover retransmissions by entities other than broadcast
stations (such as cable systems) of transmissions made by broadcast stations; whether such retransmissions are themselves exgoverned
by section
empt
remains
114(dXIXB) and. to some extent. section
114(dX1XC).
In light of the technical amendments to
section 114(dXiXA). transmissions exempted
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by section I14(dXIXBXI)(I) may already be
exempt under section 114(dX1XA). For example, since section U4(dX1XA) exempts all
nonsubecription broadcast tarnsmissions (including nonsubecription broadcast retransmissions), the retransmisaions by terrestrial
broadcast stations that are exempted by Section 114(dXlXBXiXI) are also exempt under
section 114(dXIXAXIU). To leave no doubt
about the intention to exempt the retrmnsmissions described in section 114(dXIXBXIXI)
(without regard to the 150-mile limitation
under
section
applicable
generally
114(dX1XBXi)). that section has been left intact.
In addition, section 114(dXIXCXili), an incorrect reference to section =1(12) of the
Communications Act of 194 was corrected.
SECTION 114(DX)-- LICENSE FOR
TRANSMISSIONS BY InTE7ACTIVE SERVIC&S
Subparagraph (A) limits the duration of
exclusive performance licenses granted to
interactive services, and subparagraph (B)
provides an exception to this limitation if a
record company grants sufficient licenses to
multiple interactive services. In describing
this exception, the bill as originally approved referred to a percentage of the sound
recordings licensed by a sound recording
copyright owner "on an exclusive basis."
However. to encourage diversity of licensing.
the percentage should not be calculated
based only on the number of sound recordings licensed "on an exclusive basis." Thus,
the corrected bill deletes the phrase "on an
exclusive basis" to make clear that the percentage should be calculated based on the
number of sound recordings licensed by the
copyright owner on an exclusive or nonexclusive basis.
Subparagraph (D) has been revised to use
the phrase "retransmission of a digital audio
transmission," which conforms to the terms
defined and used throughout the bill.
w,.'5
SECTION 114DM-IGorS NOT O'
LIMITED
As the bill was originally approved, subparagraph (B)(ii) made clear that none of the
changes made by the bill to section 114 of the
Copyright Act is to affect the existing reproduction and distribution rights of sound recording and musical work copyright owners.
Of course, the changes to section 114 are not
intended to affect the adaptation rights of
sound recording and musical work copyright
owners either. The corrected bill adds a specific reference to section 106(2) of the Act to
avoid any implication to the contrary.
SECTION 114()-L.ICENSES FOR NONUXEMPT
SUBcRIPTION TRANSUMISSIONS
The Copyright Office provided thoughtful
comments on various aspects of the bill as
originally approved, including particularly
those provisions concerning the mechanics of
statutory licensing royalty
establishing
rates and terms. The corrected bill includes
revised language to address a number of issues raised by those comments and related
issues.
In paragraph (2):
New language makes clear that if an arbitration proceeding is necessary to establish
the initial statutory licensing rates and
terms, it will commence only upon the filing
of a petition during a 60-day period which
will commence 6 months after publication of

notice of the initiation of the voluntary negotiation proceeding.
Language (already used in new section
115(cX3XD)) is added to clarify that the objectives set forth in existing section 801(b)(l)
of the Copyright Act are to be considered by
arbitration panels in setting statutory licensing rates and terms.

A reference to "terms" is added to clarify
that arbitration panes may consider voluntarily negotiated license terms in determinIng the terms applicable to statutory Henses.
A sentence was deleted at the suggestion of
the Copyright Office because substantially
the same language already appears in existof the Copyright Act.
e2(c)
ing section
The words "and made available" were
added to be consistent with the provisions of
new section M15(cXSXD).
Paragraph (4) of the bill was rewritten to
clarify when voluntary negotiation or arbitration proceedings should commence. Under
the revised paragraph. the Librarian of Congress is to publish notice of the initiation of
voluntary negotiation proceedings:
(a) within 30 days after being petitioned to
publish notice concerning a new type of digital audio transmission service; and
(b) in January 2000, and every five years
thereafter.
If voluntary negotiations do not lead to an
agreement among the interested parties, an
arbitration may be commenced upon the filing of a petition in accordance with existing
section 8M(aXl) of the Copyright Act during
a specified 6-day period. That period commences:
(a) six months after publication of notice
of the initiation of a voluntary negotiation
proceeding concerning a new type of digital
audio transmission service; and
(b) on July 1. 2000, and every five years
thereafter.
Refardless of when an arbitration proceeding is commenced, it is to be concluded in
accordance with the existing procedures in
section 82 of the Copyright Act.
In Paragraph (5XAXi). an erroneous reference to the "Register of Copyrights" has
been corrected.
rCT
ON ROYALTIES FOR
S CTION 114a*)-No EF
UNDERLYINO WORKS
The form of a reference to section 106(6)
was conformed to other references in the
bill.
SUCION I14(J)--DEFINMIONS
As explained in connection with section
114(dXl), the corrected bill includes a new
definition of the term "transmission" and
several revised definitions intended to clarify the original intention of the bill concerning the use of those terms:
The revised definition of "transmission"
clarifies the Intention that that term covers
both all initial transmissions and all retransmissions.
To reflect the use of the term "broadcast"
transmission in section ll4(d)(1)(AXiii), as
described above, the definition has been limIted to transmissions by terrestrial broadcast stations. Whether nonbroadcast nonsubscription transmissions, for example by
non-terrestrial services (such as satellite
services), are exempt is governed by sections
114(dXIXA) (I) and (iI).

The definition of "nonsubecription" trans-

mission was simplified in light of the other
definitional changes.
The definition of "retransmission" previously set forth only an example of a retransmission. As modified, the provision defines the term as a further transmision of
an initial transmission, as well as any further retransmission of the same transmission. Except as otherwise provided. a
transmission is a "retransmission" only if it
is simultaneous with the initial transmission.
SCTION Ub(AXI)
The phrase "by means of a digital audio
transmission" was deleted because it is redundant.
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SUcTION uh(CxS)(B)
The phrase "for the purpose of this sub.
graph" was deleted because it is incorrect. The corrected provision conforms with
the language of new section 114(eXl).
SSCTION IIUCXXC)
This subparagraph was revised to provide
that once statutory licensing rates and
terms are established, they shall remain in
effect until successor rates and terms ae established, either by negotiation or, if nec.
essary, arbitration. In addition. a reference
to "digital transmissions" w" replaced with
the more precise term "digital phonorecord
deliveries."
SUCTION IIM(CXXD)
This subparagraph has been revised in several ways to clarify the mechanics of establishing compulsory licensing royalty rates
and terms:
References to subparagraph (B) have been
added because negotiations conducted under
the procedures of subparagraph (C) are covered by the provisions of subparagraph (B).
An arbitration proceeding is to commence
only upon the filing of a petition in accordance with existing section 8Ma)(1). (Unlike
arbitration under section 114, however, a pesection
under
arbitration
tition
of
115(cX3XD) may be filed at any time during
the calendar year in which the mechanical
royalty rates and terms for digital phonorecord deliveries ae to be established.)
Once statutory licensing rates and terms
are established, they shall remain in effect
until successor rates and terms are established, either by negotiation or, if necessary,
arbitration.
A reference to "digital transmissions" was
replaced with the more precise term "digital
phonorecord deliveries."
Arbitration panels may consider voluntarily negotiated license "terms" as well as
"rates" in determining statutory licenses.
A sentence was deleted at the suggestion of
the Copyright Office because substantially
the same langua6e already appears in existing section 802(c) of the Copyright Act.
SECTION II5CX3XE)
Subparagraph (E)(i) was revised to make
clear that the limitation on "controlled
composition" clauses applies not only to
contracts where a recording artist who is the
author of a musical work grants a mechanical license in the work that, but also to contracts where the recording artist commits
another person (such as the artist's music
publisher) to grant a mechanical license in
that work.
Several additional minor corrections were
made to this subparagraph:
References to subparagraph (F) were added
to recognize that subparagraphs (C), (D) and
(F) all are relevant to determining compulsory licensing rates and terms.
The introduction to subparagraph (E)(ii)
has been corrected to refer only to the second sentence of subparagraph (E)(i), because
the exceptions contained In subparagraph
(E)(ii) are not relevant to the first sentence
of subparagraph (E)(i).
n subparagraph (EXii), ambiguous references to "such rates" and to "the right to
grant licenses" have been replaced with
more specific language.
SECTION l11(CX3XF)
As the bill was originally approved, this
subparagraph provided that mechanical royLity rates and terms for digital phonorecord
deliveries were to be reexamined every ten
years, as provided in section 803(aX3). except
to the extent that different years for doing
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of the parso were determined by agreement
on the shortagree
not
did
parties
the
If
ties.
issue
.. period for determining rates, the
is
would have been subject to arbitration. It
prferable to provide a shorter period by
the parties do not
stute. in the event
,gree, to reexamine whether circumstances
warrant a change in mechanical license rates
in
snd Wcms' Thus. the procedures specified
reSubpegraphs (C) and (D) shall next be
peted in five years if the parties do not
choose another year.
SECTION Iih(C)(3XH)
Several corrections were made to this subParsgraph:
In subparagraph (H)(l). an erroneous reference to section 510 was deleted.
New language in subparagraph (H)(iX)l)
is
nakes clear that. if no compulsory license
obtained. it is the musical work copyright
perowner (or someone acting under that
son'S authority) who must authorize the
Making of digital phonorecord deliveries of
the musical work to digital phonorecord deliveries of the musical work to satisfy the requirements of subparagraph (HXi)(II).
In subparagraph (H)(iXII). the word "nondramatic" was deleted to confirm that the
provisions of subparagraph (H) apply to digiti phonorecord deliveries of sound recordings of both dramatic and nondramatic mustcidworks.
In subparagraph (HXii). an erroneous reference to subsection (c)(5) was corrected.
SECTION i54C(3X1)
Because section 115 generally applies only
to nondramatic musical works, the word
',nondramatic" was added to this eubpara-

graph.
SECTION 113(CX3XJ)
An erroneous reference to paragraph (7)
vs corrected.
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS
Additional conforming amendments have

been added to the bill. These clarify the relationship between section 80 of the Copyright
Act and the new arbitration provisions of
sections 114 and 115.

DIGITAL PERFORMANCE RIGHTr IN SOUND

RECORDINGS ACT or 1995
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

Section I-Short Title.-This section sets
forth the title of the Act, the "Digital Perormance Right in Sound Recordings Act of

1M."
Section 2-Exclusive Rights in Copyrighted
Works.-This section amends section 106 of
title 17 to add a new paragraph (6) to provide

an exclusive right to perform a copyrighted

sound recording publicly by means of a digi-

tal audio transmission.
Section 3--Scope of Exclusive Rights in
Sound Recording.-Ths section amends section 114(a) by adding a reference to new sec-

tion 106(6) in the list of exclusive rights
granted to the owner of a copyright in a
sound recording.

This section also amends the language of
section 114(b) relating to the tangible medium of expression in which sound recordings
can be duplicated. Instead of referring only
to phonorecords or "copies of motion pictures and other audiovisual works." the new

langUge recognizes that sound recordings
can be reproduced in copies of any kind. As
Multimedia technologies begin to blur the
lines between different categories of works
capable of being embodied In copies, the
Committee deemed it important to confirm
that, subject to the specific limitations in
setion 114(b). sound recordings enjoy the

full scope of protection afforded by the reproduction right under section 106(1).
This section also strikes section 114(d) of
title 17. an obsolete provision that directed
the Register of Copyrights to submit a report on performance rights to Congress on
January 3, 1978. and replaces it with new subsections (d) through (i). as described below.
Section 114(d). Limtations on Erclusvloe Right
Section 114(d)(1). Exempt Tran.smiusons and
Retransminssons
Section l4(dXl) is designed to ensure that
the new right provided to owners of copyright in sound recordings with respect to certain digital public performances of those recordings will not affect nonsubecription
transmissions being initially delivered to the
public (such as radio or television broadcasts), certain retransmissions of those
transmissions, and certain other transmissions (including retransmissions) that
the Committee believes should not be subject to the new right.
To take advantage of the Section l14(dXl)
exemptions, a transmission must not be part
of an "interactive service" as defined in Section 114(jX4). The Committee anticipates
that this requirement will not present any
difficulty for the types of services covered by
the Section 114(dXl) exemption. The term
"interactive service" is intended to cover
only services in which an individual can arrange for the transmission of a specific
sound recording to that person or another.
individually.
Under Section 114(dXl). a transmission will
be exempt from the new right under Section
106(6) if it falls into at least one of the following categories:
Section 114(d)(1)(A) (certain nonsubscrtptlon)
transmissions)
Under this provision, any transmission to
members of the public that is not a part of
an interactive service is exempt from the
new digital performance right if It is either:
a nonubecription transmission other than a
retransmission (such as a nonbroadcast nonsubscription digital audio service that originates its transmissions rather than retransmitting a programming feed): an initial
nonsubscription retransmission made for direct reception by members of the public of a
prior or simultaneous incidental transmission that is not made for direct reception
by members of the public (such as an initial
retransmission to the public of a network
feed: whether the feed itself is exempt Is governed by section 114(dXlXCXi)); or a nonsubscription broadcast transmission. As defined in section 114(JX2). this category
broadcast
nonsubecription
all
includes
transmissions made by terrestrial broadcast
stations licensed by the FCC, whether an ini-

tial transmission (such as a local newscast)

or a retransmission (such as the retransmission of a feed supplied by a network or
syndicator). This clause does not cover retransmissions by entities other than broadcast stations (such as cable systems) of
transmissions made by broadcast stations:
whether such retransmlssions are themselves
exempt is governed by section 114(dXIXB)
and. to some extent, section 114(dX1XC).
The classic example of such an exempt
transmission is a transmiesion-to-the general
public by a free over-the-air broadcast station, such as a traditional radio or television
station, and the Committee intends that
such transmissions be exempt regardless of
whether they are in a digital or non-digital
format, in whole or In part.
Section I14(d)(1)(B) (retransmissionsof

nonuubscription broadcasttransisions)
In general, this provision exempts all retransmissions of nonsubecription broadcast
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transmissions, whether the retrans-missions
are offered on a subscription or a nonsubscription basis. Retransmissions of radio
station broadcast transmissions, however.
are exempt only if they are not part of an

interactive service and fall within certain
specified categories, which are discussed in
detail below.
The Committee has created the Section
1l4(dXlXB) exemption because it is aware
that cable systems and other multichannel
programming distributors often offer retransmissions of nonsubecription broadcast
At
their customers.
to
transmissions
present, copyright liability for these retransto
pur-suant
covered
missions ordinarily Is
Sections 111 and 119 of the Act. The Committee intends, subject to the limitations discussed below concerning retransmissions of
radio broadcasts, that all noninteractive retransmissions of noninteractive nonsubscription broadcast transmissions be exempt from
the new digital sound recording performance
right. These retransmissions will be exempt
even if the cable system (or other retransmission service) limits the delivery of the retransmission to its customers and charges a
fee to receive the retransmission. In other
words, retransmissions of broadcast stations'
signals will be exempt even if the retrans"subscription"
themselves
missions are
transmissions under the Act. A cable system's delivery of a retransmitted radio
broadcast signal within 150 miles of the
transmitter, for example, will be exempt
under Section l14(d)(XB)(i). even if the cable
system charges a monthly fee to subscribers
to receive the signal.
Retransmisslons of the broadcast transmissions of radio stations are exempt pursuant to Section 114(dXlXB) only if they fall
within one of the categories listed in paragraphs 114(dX)IXBXi) through (BXiv):
Section I14(d)(1XBXi) (retransmission of
radio signals within 150 mile radius of
transmitter).-Under this provision. retransmissions of a radio station within a 150 mile
radius of the site of that station's transmitter are exempt, whether retrans-mitted on a
subscription or a nonsubacription basis, provided that they are not part of an interactive
service.
This provision does not, however, exempt
the willful or repeated retransmission of a
radio station's broadcast transmission more
than a 150 mile radius from the radio station's transmitter. The Committee recognizes that the 150 mile limit could serve as a
dangerous trap for the uninitiated or inattentive. To ensure against that possibility.
Section 114(d)(1XBXi) provides that a retransmission beyond the 150 mile radius will
fall outside the exemption only if the retransmission is willful or repeated. The Committee intends the phrase "willful or repeated" to be understood in the same way
that phrase was used in Section 111 of the
Act, as explained in the House Report on the
1976 Act. H.R. Rep. No. 1476. 94th Cong.. 2d
See. 93 (19716).
Pursuant to Section 114dIX)(B)(iXI). the
15-mile limitation does not apply when a
nosubscription broadcast transmission by an
FCC-licensed station is retransmitted on a
nonsubecription basis by an FCC-licensed
terrestrial broadcast station, terrestrial
translator, or terrestrial repeater. In other
words, a radio station's broadcast transmission may be retransmitted by another
FCC-licensed basis without regard to the 150
mile restriction.
The Committee notes that transmissions
exempted by section 114(dX1XBXiXI) may already be exempt under section 114(dX1XA).
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For example, since section 114(dXlXA) exempts all nonsubscription broadcast transmissions (including nonsubecrption broad-

cast retransmissions), the retrnsnisfsions
by terrestrial broadcast stations that are exempted by Section 114(dX1XBXi)(I) are also
exempt under section ll4(dX1XAXii). To
leave no doubt about the intention to exempt the retransmissions described in section 114(dXIXBXIXI) (without regard to the
150-mile limitation generally applicable
under section 114(dXIXBXI)), that section
has been included in the bill in this form.
Under Section 114(dXIXBXiXII), when a retransmission
covered
by
Section
lI4(d)(1XBXiXI) is itself retransmitted on a
subscription basis, the 150-mile radius is
measured from the transmitter site of the
broadcast retranamitter (whether a station,
translator, or repeater). This means that a
cable system (or other subscription retransmitter) can. without incurring liability
under Section 106(6), retransmit a broadcast
retransmission within 150 miles of the transmitter site of the station, translator, or repeater that is making the retransmission.
Section 106(6) is not intended to apply to
the transmission of a local radio station's
programming free of charge to local or long
distance callers who are put "on hold" during a telephone call with a business, nor is
the bill intended to change current law as it
applies to such performances of copyrighted
musical works under section 106(4).
Section 114(dXIXBXIi) (all-band retransmissions of radio transmissions received
over the alr).-This provision is intended to
permit retransmitters (such as cable systems) to offer retransmissions to their local
subscribers of all radio stations that the retransmitter is able to pick up using an overthe-air antenna. (These are sometimes called
"all-band'" retransmissions.) There are three
requirements for this exemption: (1) the retransmitter (such as a cable system) must
obtain the radio broadcast transmission over
the air; (2) the broadcast transmission must
not be electronically processed by the retransmitter as separate and discrete signals
(as that term is used in 37 C.F.R.
1201.17(b)(4)). and (3) the transmissions must
be retransmitted only within the local communities served by the retransmitter. Since
some radio station broadcast transmissions
can be picked up over the air beyond 150
miles. this provision is intended to ensure
that the 150-mile limitation in Section
114(d)(1)(B)(i) will not create unintended lability for all-band retransmissions.
Section 114(dXlXBXiii) (grandfatherng).This provision exempts certain other retransmissions of radio broadcast transmissions, again without regard to the 150
mile limit in Section 114(dXlXBXI). The reQuirements for this exemption are as follows:
(1) the radio station's transmission was
being retransmitted by a satellite carrier on
January 1, 1995 (as was, for example, Chicago
radio station WFMT); (2) that retransmission
was being retransmitted by cable systems (as
defined in Section I1(M of the Act) as a Separate and discrete signal; (3) the satellite carrier receives the radio station's transmission
in analog form; and (4) the broadcast transmission being retransmitted embodies the
Programming of no more than one radio station (i.e., the station must not the multiplexed).
Section 114(dXIXBXiv) (nonsubscription
broadcast retransmissions of public radio
station broadcast tranamissions)-The Committee recognizes that noncommercial educational radio stations rely on a variety of
types of broadcast retransmissions to deliver

their programming to the public. This proviSion establishe an exemption for such retransmissions. Specifically, this povision
exempts both simultaneous and nonsimultaneous retranamissions of broadcast transmisions originally made by federally funded
noncommercial educational radio stations,
provided that the retransmissions are carried out through nonsubacription terrestrial
broadcasts. To qualify, the noncommercial
educational radio station's broadcasts must
consist of news, informational, cultural, public affairs. or other "educational and cultural" programming to the public. The 150mile limitation of Section 114(dX1XBXi) does
not apply to retransmissons that qualify for
this exemption.
Many noncommercial educational stations
also use intermediate nonbroadcast transmission links to broadcast their programMing to the public, and those nonbroedcast
transmissions or retransmissions may be exempt under other provisions of the bill.
Section 1l4(d)()(C) (other sxempt transmislons
and retransmssions)
This provision exempts certain other categories of transmissions, without regard to
whether they are subscription transmissions
or nonsubscription tranmissions. The categories exempted under this provision are as
follows:
Section 114(dX1XCXi) (incidental transmissions).-In the course of arranging for the
delivery of an exempt transmission, many
incidental transmissions may take place.
For example, a radio or television station
may receive A satellite feed from a network
or from another station that provides programming to the station; a station or network nmay receive a "backhaul"
transmission from a sports or news event at a remote location; or a station may deliver a
clean feed of its broadcast transmission to a
cable system to ensure that the cable system's retransmission will be of the highest
technical quality. Among other things, Section 114(dXlXCXI) exempts transmissions of
a broadcast station that both broadcasts Its
signal to the public and, either immediately
or through intermediate terrestrial links.
trL nits that sigma by satellite to other
broadcast stations for their simultaneous or
subsequent broadcast to the public. The
Committee intends that all such incidental
transmissions be exempt from the new digitl
performance right under Section 106(6)
regardless of whether they are made on a
subscription or a nonsubscription basis, and
regardless of whether some or all portions of
a transmission are in a digital format. Thus,
section 114(dXl)(CXI) also exempts an incidental transmission, as described above, by a
subscription digital transmission service to a
cable system to the extent that the cable
system is engaging in an exempt retransmission of that transmission to a business
establishment
pursuant
to
section
114(dXIXCXIv). The Committee does not intend, however, for any subscription transmission intended for reception directly by
members of the public to fall within the category of exempt incidental transmissions. To
qualify for this "Incidental"
exemption,
transmissions must be made for the purpose
of facilitating an exempt transmission. Thus.
a transmission that is available for general
reception by the public (for example,
through the Internet), which is not being
used to facilitate an exempt transmission,
would not qualify as an "incidental" transmission under this section.
Section 114(dXIXCXii) (transmissions by
businesses on and around their premises).Businesses often utilize transmissions on or
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around
their
premises
that Joa,
prerecorded musical works, This act,,
sometimes called "storecasting." The ow
mittee is aware that there has been eOVz
sive litigation over the scope of Sm
110(5) of the Act relating to the paru
circumstances under which businsses u
liable to the copyright owners of muml
works when they utilize trsnmission
.
taining such works On and around t
premises. To leave absolutely no doubt t
the new Section 106(6) right is not tntsvl
to create any comparable right in the owbm
of copyright in sound recordings raC
"storecasts." Section I14(dXlXCXii) speij.
cally provides that the new right does am
reach transmissions on or around buasib
premises.
In
particular.
5ecutl
114(dXlXCXii) would permit a business to egage in transmissions (including retr n

missions of any transmission) on Its Xes-

ises or the immediately surrounding viclhaq
without incurring liability to the copyriat
owners of sound recordings under Sectim
106(6). This provision is not intended to
change the rights of copyright owners of mgsical works regarding transmissions mida
existing law.
Section 114(dX1XCXiii) (authorized retasm'
missions of licensed transmisslons).-To simsectio
practices,
licensing
plify
114(dX1XCXiii) provides a "through to the
listener" exemption intended to permit mtransmitters, including cable systems, direct
broadcast satellite ("DES") service provildn
and other multichannel video programmi
distributors ("MVPDs") (as defined in the
1934 Communications Act, as amended). 0imultaneously to retransmit to the listener
noninteractive music programming provided
by a licensed source. To qualify for this 5eruption, the retransmission must be SImu]taneous with the original transmission Ad
authorized by the original transmitter, and
the original transmission must be liCenied
by the copyright owner of the sound recording. Retransmissions are deemed to be "j-5
multaneous" even if there is some momS '
tary time delay resulting from the W.cb
nology used for transmission or ret$9
mission.
Thus, Section 114(dXlXCXiii) exemPt5 r t
transmissions from liability for coprf
infringement where a noninteractive mUQic
programmer transmitter has obtalnOd A
S
lic performance copyright license from te
copyright owner of the sound recording sod
the retranamitter has not obtained such a license but is authorized by the licensed music
programmer transmitter to retransmi ,e
sound recording. Retransmisslons of th"
type are exempt under the provisionS of this
Act, as the sound recordings retrafsmitt
are covered by the licenses that the music
programmer transmitter obtains from tb
sound recording copyright owners.
Section
114(d)(1)CXiv)
(certain
missions to business establishmens.1'
provision exempts from liability under 10"
section 106(6) certain noninteractiveC
.o.
missions made to business establllb
for use in the ordinary course of their _U5,
ness, such as for background music plaYeudi
offices, retail stores or restaurants.
l1
To qualify, the transmission must meet
West
the
(a)
of the following conditions:
mission must be to a business establi55' el

(b) the transmission must be for use by h
In business
the rif
business establishment the
se-

course of its business; (c)
lishment must not retransmit
orete
mission outside its premises or the
.
(dd
and
vicinity;
diately surrounding
transmission must not exceed the sOuered
0
cording performance complement, &
in Section 114(j)
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can play from any one phonorecord or boxed
f a business establishment retransmlts the
same featured recording artist
in a manner not otherwise ex- set, or by the
mrsnismssion
pursuant to the statutory license. For purepted under subparagraph (CXii). without
ty
poses of this subparagraph, each channel of a
or prior knowledge of or any
,e authori
multichannel service is a separate "transtransmitted
that
entity
any
by
induCement
mission."
establishment.
business
the
to
service
te
Third, subparagraph (C) states that the
business
the
by
retransmission
the
cen only
transmitting entity May not avail Itself of
to
pursuant
exempt
not
is
,eablishment
adcir- the statutory license If It publishes an
such
Under
(CXiv).
sUbparagraph
of such a
vance program schedule or makes prior ans~ncee the non-exempt status
nouncements of the titles of specific sound
rearsmission would not affect the exempt
recordings or phonorecords to be transmits1tus of the transmission to that business
ted. This provision addresses the situation in
etablishment.
which an entity informs its subscribers in
ifthe same subscription transmission serv- advance as to when particular sound recordice programming is being transmitted to
will be performed. A preannouncement
oth business establishments and non-busi- ings
that does not use the title of the upcoming
oess consumers, then only the transmission selection would still come within this limiof that service to the business establishtation so long as it sufficiently identifies the
mento would qualify for an exemption pursu- selection through other information, such as
,t to subparagraph (CXIv). As the bill
the artist's name and the song's well-known
makes clear, nothing In this exemption Is incurrent chart position. The limitation is not
tended to limit the breadth of the general exintended, however, to prevent a transmitting
emPtion In Section 114(d)(1XCXii) for transillusmissions by business establishments on their entity from advertising the names of
trative sound recordings or phonorecords
premises, or any of the other exemptions in
that may. at some time. be performed by
Ws Section 114(dXl).
that entity under the statutory license.
Section 106(6) Is not intended to apply to
Fourth. the transmitting entity cannot
ine transmission of a commercial backautomatically and Intentionally cause the
local
to
charge
of
free
service
ground music
receiver's equipment to switch from one
or long distance callers who are put -on
channel to another. This limitation does not
hold" during a telephone call with a busines. nor is the bill intended to change cur- apply to transmissions made to a business
Is inestablishment. This subparagraph
rent law as it applies to such performances
to remedy the situation In which a
of copyrighted musical works under section tended
service licensed under the statutory license
106(4).
might intentionally attempt to evade the
Section 114(d)(2). Subscuiption Transmissions
sound recording performance complement by
subcertain
that
provides
(dX2)
Subsection
switching a non-business subscriber's reto
be
subject
may
scription transmissions
ceiver from one channel to another.
contransmissions
if
the
statutory licensing
Finally, subparagraph (E) impom as a
form to the criterta set forth in that section. condition of statutory licensing the obliga.'Subscription transmissions" are defined in
tion of a subscription entity to carry within
subsection (JXS) as transmissions limited to
its transmitted signal certain specified types
partcular recipients for which consideration of information, if that information has been
isrequired to be paid. Transmitters of non- encoded in the sound recording under the auinteractive subscription transmissions that
thority of the copyright owner of that sound
&'e not otherwise exempt under subsection
recording. This provision does not obligate
(dxl) may be eligible for a statutory license the copyright owner of the sound recording
under subsection (M. A "statutory license"
to encode such copyright management inforuarantees that every noninteractive sub- mation in the work, nor does it limit the
scriptlon transmission service will receive a copyright owner's ability to select the types
ucense to perform the sound recording by
of information (e.g.. artist. title) to be enmeans of a digital transmission, provided coded. In addition, it is not intended to rethe transmission service pays the roy- quire a transmitting entity to generate or
tt
alty and complies with the terms prescribed encode such information in its transmission
in accordance with subsection (f). The rates' if the information is not encoded in the
ad terms will be set by industry or individ- sound recording. Moreover. the transmitting
ual negotiation, or if necessary, by a copy- entity is not required to transmit informaright arbitration royalty panel convened
tion that may be encoded in the sound repursuant to chapter 8 of the Copyright Act. cording other than the information specified
In order to qualify for a statutory license.
in Us subparagraph and "related informaa performance of a sound recording by dition" (i.e., information that is specifically
tal audio transmission must meet five condirelated to the identification of the works
tions. enumerated in subparagraphs (A)
being performed and upon which payments
through (E):
are to be made by the transmitting entity
Pirst, as already noted, the transmission
under this bill). Subparagraph (Z) also
cannot be part of an "interactive service", as
makes clear that nothing in this section afdefined in subsection (JX4). Interactive serv- fects the provisions of section 10=(e).
ices, which allow listeners to receive sound
Section 114(d)M3). Licenses for trananiauionaby
recordings "on-demand". pose the greatest
interactiveservices
threat to traditional record sales, as to
This provision places limits on the sound
which sound recording copyright owners currecording copyright owner's exclusive right
rently enjoy full exclusive rights. Thus. in
to license interactive copyright owner's exorder to provide a comparable ability to conclusive right to license interactive services,
trol distribution of their works, copyright
owners of sound recordings must have the (No limitations are imposed where the sound
recording copyright owner licenses an interright to negotiate the terms of licenses
active service on a nonexclusive basis.) As
granted to interactive services.
Second. subparagraph (B) requires that described below, an "Interactive service" includes on-line or other services that offer
tr'ansmissions subject to the statutory 1ior
"audio-on-demand."
cense cannot exceed the sound recording per- "pay-per-listen."
"celestial Jukebox" features, regardless of
formance complement defined in subsection
receive the serv(JX'). The complement, more fully described whether there is a charge to
below, contains limits on the number of se- ice. The Committee is aware of concern&that
the copyright owners of sound recordings
lections a subscription transmission service
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might become "gatekeepers" and limit opportunities for public performances of the
musical works embodied in the sound recordings. The Committee believes that the limits
set forth in subsection (dX3) appropriately
resolve any such concerns.
Paragraph (3XA) provides that the duration of an exclusive license granted to an
interactive service for the public performance of a sound recording by means of digital
audio transmission cannot exceed 12 months.
In the case of a copyright owner that holds
fewer than 1.000 copyrights in sound recordings, an exclusive license to an interactive
service can last up to 24 months. In either
case. after the license expires, that Interactive service cannot receive another exclusive license for the same sound recording for
a period of 13 months.
The sound recording copyright owner is
not subject to these limitations In certain
circumstances, as enumerated in paragraph
(3XB). Subparagraph (BXi) provides that the
limitations do not apply where the licensor
has granted performance licenses to at least
5 different interactive services. Each license
must be for a significant portion of that segment of the licensor's catalog of sound recordings that has been licensed to interactive services--specifically, at least 10% of
the sound recordings that have been licensed
to interactive services, but in no event less
than 50 sound recordings. For example, a
record company would not be subject to the
limitations in paragraph (3XA) if it has
granted performance licenses for a total of
10,000 sound recordings to 5 different interactive services, and each service received a
performance license for at least 1.000 sound,

recordings.
Subparagraph (BXii) provides that the limits on licensee to Interactive services also do
not apply where the performance license is
granted for promotional purposes. The sole
purpose of the license must be to promote
the distribution or performance of the sound
recording, and the license can only permit a
public performance of up to 45 seconds. A
qualifying public performance is merely exempted from the limitation on licensing*
paragraph (3XA); subparagraph
found in
(BXii) does not provide an exemption from
infringement liability for a transmission
otherwise subject to liability.
Section 114(dX3)(C) provides that. whether
or not the owner of copyright- in a sound recording has granted an exclusive or nonexclusive license to an interactive service.
the service must nevertheless obtain a license from a performing rights society or
from the copyright owner of the musical
work contained in the sound recording. This
provision does not affect any existing limitation under sections 107-113, section 116-120.
or the unmended portions of sections 114 and
115.
To simplify licensing practices, a "through
to the listener" exemption is provided in
purigph (3XD) for those entities that retransmit digital audio transmissions from an
interactive service. These retransmissions
must be of transmissions by an interactive
service licensed to publicly perform the
sound recording- the retransmission must be
authorized by the interactive service; the retransmission must be simultaneous with the
transmission: and it must be limlted to the
customer intended by the interactive service
to receive the transmission.
The definition of "licensor" in subparagraph (3XEXI) makes clear that this term includes certain affiliates of the copyright
owner in sound recordings that own sound
afflliates
copyrights.-namely,
recording
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under a Material degree of common ownership. management or control. Thus, the
number of sound recording copyrights held
by such affiliates of a record company must
be included in a calculation to determine
whether that company has fewer than 1.000
sound recordings for the purpose of paragraph (3XA). and to determine whether the
record company has licensed a sufficient
number of sound recordings to satify the requtrements found in paragraph (3)(BXi) regarding the inapplicability of the exclusive
licensing limitations.
Section 114(d)(4). Rights not otherwise ltmited
Under existing principles of copyright law.

the transmission or other communication to
the public of a musical work constitutes a
public performance of that musical work. In
addition, the digital transmission of a sound
recording that results in the reproduction by
or for the transmission recipient of a phonorecord of that sound recording implicates the
exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute
the sound recording and the musical work
embodied therein. New technological uses of
copyrighted sound recordings are arising
which require an affirmation of existing
copyright principles and application of those
principles to the digital transmission of
sound recordings, to encourage the creation
of and protect rights in those sound recordings and the musical works they contain.
This subsection makes clear, in paragraph
(4)(A). the Committee's Intent that except as
explicitly provided in section 114, nothing In
that section limits the exclusive right to
perform a sound recording publicly by means
of a digital audio transmission. Paragraph
(4)(B) also makes clear that section 114 does
not in any way limit the exclusive right to
publicly perform a musical work under section 106(4); the exclusive right in sound recordings and musical works under sections
106(1). 106(2). and 106(3); and any other rights
and remedies available under title 17. Similarly, the bill does not affect any existing
limitation under sections 107-113. sections
116-120. or the unamended portions of sections 114 and 115.
Paragraph (4)(C) ensures that where an activity implicates a sound recording copyright owner's rights under both section 106(6)
and some other clause of section 106, the limitations contained in section 114 shall not be
construed to limit or impair in any way any
other rights the copyright owner may have,
or any other exemptions to which users may
be entitled, with respect to the particular activity. For example, where a digital audio
transmission is a digital phonorecord delivery as well as a public performance of a
sound recording, the fact that the public performance may be exempt from liability
under section 114(d)(1) or subject to statutory licensing under section 114(f) does not in
any way limit or impair the sound recording
copyright owner's rights and remedies under
section 106(3) against the transmitter for the
distribution of a phonorecord of the sound
recording. As another example, where an
interactive digital audio transmission constitutes a distribution of a phonorecord as
well as a public performance of a sound recording, the fact that the transmitting entity has obtained a license to perform the
sound recording does not in any way limit or
affect the entity's obligation to obtain a license to distribute phonorecords of the
sound recording. Similarly, the bill does not
affect any existing limitation under sections
107-113. sections 116-120. or the unamended
portions of sections 114 and 115.
Section 114(e). Authority for negotiations
This subsection clarifies the applicability
of the antitrust laws to the use of common

agents in negotiations and agreements relating to statutory licenses and other licenses.
Under subsection (eXI). copyright owners
of sound recordings and operators of digital
services (which perform sound recordings affected by section 114) may collectively negotiate statutory lienses for the performance
of sound recordings "notwithstanding any

provision of the antitrust laws." This exemp-

tion from the antitrust laws extends to negotiations and agreement&on royalty rates and
liconse terms and conditions, the proportionate division of the royalties among copyright owners, and the designation of common
agents on a nonexclusive his
to negotiate.
agree to. pay. or receive royalty payments.
Subsection (eXl) closely follows the langage of existing antitrust exemptions in
copyright law relating to the negotiation of
statutory licenses,
including 17 U.S.C.
II6(bXl) (Jukebox licenses) and 17 U.S.C.
1116(b) (noncommercial broadcasting). Like
those provisions, subsection (eX) is important to help effectuate the related statutory
license provision. But unlike those provisions, subsection (eX1) provides that use of a
common agent must be nonexclusive.
The requirement of nonexclusivity is intended to preserve the possibility of direct
licensing negotiations between individual
copyright owners and operators of digital
services, rather than merely between their
common agents. For example, nonexclusivIty should help prevent copyright owners
from using a common agent to demand
supracompetitive rates, because such demands might be avoided by direct negotiations with individual copyright owners. In
such negotiations an individual copyright
owner would exercise independent judgment
on whether to contract on particular terms.
A more limited exemption to the antitrust
laws Is created by subsection (eX2). relating
to licenses granted under section 106(6).
other than statutory licenses, such as performances by interactive services or performances that exceed the sound recording
performance complement. Under subsection
(eX2XA), copyright owners may designate
common agents to "grant licenses and receive and remit royalty payments," while
under subsection (eX2XB). operators of digital services may designate common agents
to "obtain licenses and collect and pay. royalty fees." without violating the antitrust
laws. Importantly, however, subsection (e)(2)
does not permit either copyright owners or
operators to jointly establish royalty rates
or competitively important license terms
and conditions.
The antitrust protections provided for
common agents in subsection (eX2) are important to facilitate the licensing of digital
sound recording performances (other than
through statutory licenses) by reducing
transaction costs. While this use of common
agents might be found lawful under existing
law, the statutory exemption in subsection
(eX2) will ensure that the formation of bene-

ficial and procompetitive arrangements to
facilitate licensing of performances will not
be deterred by concerns over the possible application of the antitrust laws. This is particularly important given that other provisions in the copyright law contain antitrust
exemptions.
The exemption in subsection (eX2) is nar.
rowly tailored to make clear that it would be
permissible to use common agents, such as a
clearinghouse, to handle the logistics of licensing, payment of royalties, and transmitting royalties to copyright owners. Establishment of royalty rates and material license terms and conditions do not receive
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any antitrust protection, however, so anY
common agents or clearinghouse must conform to the antitrust laws in these ~. To
comply with this limitation, the oonon
agent or clearinghouse could either relay information about rates and terms to and from
the copyright owners and the opemtors of
digital services, or simply put interested operators in touch with the appropriate copyright owners for direct negotiations.
Section 114(). Licenses for nonezsupt
subscriptiontran.vnuWi
This provision requires the Librarian of
Congress to cause notice to be published of
voluntary negotiation proceedings. The purpose of these proceedings is to determine
reasonable terms and royalty rates for transmissions that qualify for statutory licensing
under section 114(dX2). The subsection also
contains other provisions concerning such

proceedings.
The first such voluntary negotiation proceeding is to commence within 30 days after
the enactment of this Act upon publication
by the Librarian of Congress of a notice in
the Federal Register. The purpose of that
proceeding shall be to determine reasonable
terms and royalty rates for public performances of sound recordings by means of nonexempt subscription
transmissions that
qualify, under section 114(dX2), for a statutory license. The statutory license provided
by this subsection covers only the performance of sound recordings under section 106(6).
and not the reproduction or distribution of
sound recordings under sections 106(1) or
106(3).
The terms and rates established will cover
qualified transmissions made between the effective date of this Act and December 31.
2000. Paragraph (1) requires that terms and
rates should be established separately for
each different type of digital audio transmission service then in operation, but does
not require or suggest that the terms and
rates established must be different.
The voluntary negotiation proceeding may
result In license agreements voluntarily negotiated among individual sound recording
copyright owners and individual entities
that perform or authorize the performance of
sound recordings by means of digital transmissions. It is the Committee's intentioD
that negotiations leading to any such agreements be covered by section 114(e) and that
any such agreements shall be given effect II
lieu of any determination by a copyright &i"
bitration royalty panel or decision by the Librarian of Congress.
Beyond such Individual license agree
ments, however, the Committee hopes tht
the voluntary negotiation proceeding will
lead to an industry-wide agreement conceri*
Ing royalty terms and rates. If an agreement
as to rates and terms is reached and there is
no controversy as to these matters, it would
make no sense to subject the interested par'
i0
ties to the needless expense of an arbitrat O
proceeding conducted under paragraph (2).
Thus, it is the Committee's intention Oat in
such a case, as under the Copyright Offlce's
current regulations concerning rate &dstment proceedings, the Librarian of Congrs
should notify the public of the PropOed
agreement in a notice-and-comment PrV ,ed
ing and, if no opposing comment is received
Interest and
from a party with a substantial

an arbitratio
an intent to participate in Congress
should
proceeding, the Librarian of
adopt the rates embodied In the
without convening an arbitration
37 C.F.R. 5251.6(b); see also 59
63.03 (1994).
Paragraph (2) provides that If a

agreement
panel. Se
Fed, R '4
voluntary

negotiation proceeding as descree m In Pr'
graph (1) does not lead to the det r intion
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scribed by the Librarian of Congress and pay
the established royalty fees. If the royalty
the time of percordings. those terms and rates are to be de- fees have not been set atentity must agree
termined by arbitration under this para- formane. the performing
pay the royalty fee to be determined
graph. However. if an arbitration proceeding to
by the twentieth day
IS necmary to establish the initial statu- under this subsection the month in which
tory licensing rates and terms, it will com- of the month following
the rates are set. This limited license to permence only upon the filing of a petition dur- form the sound recording until the rate is set
ins a 60-day period which will commence 6 applies only to performances for which the
months after publication of notice of the ini- entity seeks a statutory license. The failure
tiation of the voluntary negotiation proceed- to pay royalty rates in arrears makes the
Lag. The Committee notes that the para- performing entity subject to full liability for
graph specifically refers to chapter 8 of title Infringement of section 106(6) frm the incep11. which concerns copyright royalty arbitra- tion of the transmissions of sound recordings
tion in general. Accordingly. arbitration by that transmitter after the effective date
under this subparagraph should be conducted of the Act, and may disqualify the entity for
under the same type of procedures that apply a statutory license under paragraph (SXAXI).
in other copyright royalty arbitrations.
Section 114(g). Proceedsfrom licensing of
The parties are expected to negotiate, or if
subscription troiumdsdon
necessary arbitrate. "terms" as well as
This subsection describes how royalties
rates. By terms, the Committee means genfrom the licensing of the digital performance
erally such details as how payments are to
right in a sound recording are distributed to
be made. when. and other accounting matthe artists who performed on the sound recars (such as are prescribed in section 115). In
cording.
addition. the Librarian is to establish relatParagraph (1) of this subsection provides
ed terms under section 114(f)(2). Should addi- that payments to both featured and nonfeational terms be necessary to effectively im- tured (or background) artists of royalties
plement the statutory license, the parties from the licensing of the digital performance
may negotiate such provisions or the CARPs of the sound recording will be determined by
may prescribe them.
the applicable contract with. or collective
Terms and rates determined under para- bargaining agreement pertaining to. the artgraph (2). like terms and rates determined ist. unless the performance of the sound reunder paragraph (1). are to be effective for a cording is pursuant to a statutory license
fiveyear period or until the date of the next
under subsection (f).
effective rate adjustment. In determining
Where royalties are received from statuterms and rates under paragraph (2). a copy- tory licensing of a sound recording, then
right arbitration royalty panel is to consider
under paragraph (2). the sound recording
the objectives set forth in section 801(bXl).
copyright owner is required to allocate a
and the arbitrators may consider rates and total of 50% of the receipts as provided by
terms under voluntarily negotiated license subparagraphs (A). (B). and (C). Subparaagreements. Paragraph (2) specifically au- graph (A) requires that 2%% of the receipts
thorizes the Librarian of Congress to estab- (as described more specifically below) are to
lish requirements by which copyright owners be placed into an escrow account managed
may receive reasonable notice of the use of by an independent administrator appointed
their sound recordings under this section. jointly by record companies and the Amerand under which records of such use shall be ican Federation of Musicians ("AFM") (or
kept and made available by persons perform- any successor entity) and distributed to nonfeatured musicians (regardless of whether
in sound recordings.
they ar members of AFM or any successor
As provided in paragraph (4). the procedures for negotiation and. if necessary, arbi- entity) who have performed on sound recordtration set forth In paragraphs (1) and (2) of ings. Similarly. subparagraph (B) requires
that 2%% of the receipts are to be placed
this subsection are to be repeated. The Librarian of Congress is to publish notice of into an escrow account nmaged by an indethe initiation of voluntary negotiation pro- pendent administrator appointed Jointly by
ceeding3: (a) within 30 days after being peti- record companies and the American FederaArtists
tion of Television 16nd Radio
tioned to publish notice concerning a new
type of digital audio transmission service; ("AFFrR A") (or any successor entity) and
and (b) in January 2000. and every five years distributed to nonfeatured vocalists (regardless of whether they are members of AFI'RA
thereafter.
or any successor entity) who have performed
If voluntary negotiations do not lead to an
on sound recordings. Subparagraph (C) reagreement among the interested parties, an
arbitration may be commenced upon the fil- quires that 45% of the receipts are to be paid
ing of a petition in accordance with existing to the featured artist or artists (or the perof
section 80(aXl) of the Copyright Act during son(s) conveying rights in the performance
a specified 60-day period. That period com- the featured artist(s) in the sound recordmences: (a) six months after publication of ing). Although the Copyright Office curthe
notice of the initiation of a voluntary nego- rentiy administers several funds under
does not extiation proceeding concerning a new type of Copyright Act, the Committee
pect that the Copyright Office would be
digital audio transmission service; and (b) on
asked to manag these escrow accounts.
July 1. 2000. and every five years thereafter.
"Receipts" means the licensing fees reRegardless of when an arbitration proceedceived by the copyright owner of the sound
ing is commenced. it is to be concluded in
recording. Thus. if a collecting society or
accordance with the existing procedures in
other organization acts on behalf of the
section 8M of the Copyright Act.
copyright owner of the sound recording in UVoluntary negotiation or arbitration procensing and/or collecting royalties. "receedings concerning a new type of digital
ceipts" shll constitute the monies the copyradio transmission service should apply only
right owner receives from the collecting
ith respect to the new type of service or
agency and, therefore, would exclude adminServices described in the petition.
istrative fees either deducted by or paid to
Paragraph (5) sets forth the requirements
the collective.
with which an entity must comply in order
Section 114(h). Licensing to affillat"
to obtain a statutory license. The performIn addition to the protections available
Int entity must provide notice of the performance as required by regulations pre- under antitrust law. subsection (h) speciflof the terms and royalty rates applicable to
qualified digital performances of sound re-

cally is intended to ensure competitive licensing practices by a licensor that owns &n

Interest in an "affiliated entity" as defined
in subeection (JXI). Subsection (h) makes
clear that terms no less favorable than those
granted to the affiliated entity also must be
made available to other bona fide entities
that offer services similar to those covered
by the affiliate's performance license.
For example, a licensor that grants to an
affiliated entity a performance license for a
fixed term with separate and distant rates
for cable and satellite subscription transmission services would be required to offer
no less favorable terms and conditions to an
unrelated entity offering the same services.
If. as another example, the license to the affiliated entity is limited only as to performances via cable, then an unrelated entity offering only satellite services cannot claim an
entitlement to receive a performance license
at the rate specified for cable services.
Nothing in this section is intended to prevent a licensor from establishing different
rate structures, terms and conditions based
on material differences in the license sought.
But distinctions drawn among licensees
should be applied rationally and consistently
based on the nature, scope and duration of
the requested license, and not based on arbitrary distinctions for monopolistic, discriminatory or other anticompetitive purposes.
The factors identified in subsection (h). i.e..
different types of services, the particular
sound recordings licensed, the frequency of
use of the sound recordings, the duration of
the requested license and the number of subscribers served, are all relevant bases upon
which a copyright owner may draw rational
distinctions.
The term "no less favorable" indicates
that the same terms and conditions can be
offered, but this is not to say that the licensor should not offer lower rates or more beneficial terms and conditions if it deems it appropriate. For example. a licensor might in
its business judgment offer an unrelated
start-up entity a more favorable rate for a
shorter period of time. It is intended, however. that the potential licensee under such
circumstances could reject the more favorable short-term license and instead request
the terms and conditions granted to the affiliated licensed entity for similar services.
In that event, the licensor must make a performance license available upon the same
terms and conditions to the potential licensee, with respect to the same services
proposed to be licensed, as described above.
The term "bona fide entities" is intended
to make clear that the potential licensee
must have a genuine intention and reasonable capability to provide the licensed services.
Paragraph (2) of this subsection makes
clear that the obligations set forth in paragraph (1) are inapplicable where the affiliated entity is offering performances through

an interactive service, or is granted a performance license for the sole purpose of promoting the sound recording. A public performance qualifying for the promotional exemption is merely exempted from the obligations of paragraph (1); paragraph (2)(B) does
not provide an exemption for a transmission
otherwise subject to liability where such a
performance is unauthorized or unlicensed.
Section 114(t). No effect on royalties for
underlying works
The Committee intends this provision to
ensure that licensing fees paid under the new
digital performance right shall not be taken
into account in any administrative. Judicial.
or other governmental proceeding that sets
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or adjusts rates for the royalties to be paid
for the public performance of musical works.
The provision also makes clear Congress' intent that the new digital performance right
shall not diminish in any respect the royalties payable to copyright owners of musical
works for the public performance of their
works.
Section 114U). Deftlntionu
Section 114(j) (1 .- "ffliated entity'"
A digital transmission service is onaldered affiliated with a licensor when the i1censor has any direct or indirect partnership
or any ownership interest of more than 5 percent of the outstanding voting or non-voting
stock in the entity engaging in digital audio
transmissions. An entity engaging in interactive services cannot be an affiliated entity
under this definition, but to the extent that
an entity is engaging in digital transmissions that, are not interactive, it can
qualify as an affiliated entity for that purpose alone.
Section 114()(Z)-"broadcat" tranimisslon
Transmis-ions made by terrestrial broadcast stations licensed as such by the Federal
Communications Commission come within
this definition.
Section 114(j)(3)-"digital audio transmson"
This phrase means a transmission is a digital format (or any other non-analog format
that might currently exist or be developed in
the future) that embodies the transmission
of a sound recording. A transmission that is
only partly in a digital or non-analog format
satisfies this definition. (See section 101 definition of "digital tranamission.") A transmission of an audiovisual work does not
come within this definition.
The Committee has amended the bill as
originally introduced to make clear that the
performance right recognized herein applies
only to digital transmissions of sound recordings and that nothing in the bill creates
any new copyright liability with respect to
the transmission of a motion picture or
other audiovisual work. whether digital or
analog, whether subscription or nonsubscription. and whether interactive or noninteractive.
Section 114(j)(4)- "interactive service"
The phrase "interactive service" is defined, in part, as a service that "enables a
member of the public to receive, on request.
a transmission of a particular sound recording .... " This term is intended to reach, for
example, a service that enables an individual
to make a request (by telephone, e-mail, or
otherwise) to a service that will send a digital transmission to that individual or another individual of the specific sound recording that had been requested by or on behalf
of the recipient, thus, it would include such
services commonly referred to as "audio-ondemand,"
"Pay-per-listen"
or "celestial
Jukebox" services. The term also would
apply to an on-line service that transmits recordings on demand, regardless of whether
there is a charge for the service or for any
transmission. But as the second sentence of
the definition makes clear, the term "interactive service" is not intended to cover traditional practices engaged in by, for example, radio broadcast stations, through which
individuals can ask the station to play a particular sound recording as part of the service's general programming available for reception by members of the public at large.
If an entity offering a nonsubscription
service (such as a radio or television station)
chooses to offer an interactive service as a
separate business, or only during certain

hours of the day. that decision does not affect the exempt status of any component of
the entity's business that does not offer an
interactive service. In other words, each
transmission should be Judged on its own
merits with regard to whether it qualifies as
part of an "interactive" service. The third
sentence of the definition of "interactive
service" is intended to make this clear.
Section 1146 )(5)-"nonsubscflptton'"
transmison
This term includes any transmission that
does not come within the definition of "subscription" transmission.
Section 1146X(6)--'",rnsiston"
As the definition of "retransmission"
makes clear, that term includes any further
transmission of an initial tranmnission, as
well as any further retransmission of the
same transmission. That is.the term "retransmission" is intended to cover both an
initial retransmission of a transmission
(such as by a satellite carrier) and any further triaisions
of that trnsmission
(such as by a cable system). Of course, the
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complement, the complement is limited to
the performance of sound recordings "from,

a
particular
phonorecord.
Many
phonorecords include sound recordings that
also appear on other phonoreoords or coin.
pilations, such as the "greatest hits" of &
particular artist, decade or genre of music.
Similarly, the sane sound recording. ima
appear on separate compilations under the
names of different featured artiste. It is not
the Intention of this legislation to impose liability where selections that are performed
trom separate phonorecords also may be incorporated on a different phonorecord or
compilation, or also may appear on a different phonorecord under the name of another featured artist, in the absence of an intention by the performing entity to knowingly circumvent the numerical limits of the
complement. An example of such a case is
where the transmitting entity plays within a
three-hour period one selection for each of
four different phonorecord, which four selec.
tions also happen to be compiled on a soundtrack album. So long as the transmitting entity did not willfully intend to replicate sefact that a further simultaneous trans- lections from the soundtrack album, Its
mission qualifies as a "retransmission" does transmission would be considered within the
not by itself mean that it is exempt under complement. However. where the transmitany particular paragraph of Section 114(dXl). ting entity willfully plays within a threeTo qualify for the 114(dXlXCXii) exemption. hour period five selections of a single feafor example. a retransmission would need to tured recording artist, regardless of whether
be made by a business establishment on its they were played from several different
premises or the immediately surrounding vi- phonorecords, and regardless of whether the
transmitting entity knew that the transcinity.
Except as otherwise provided, a trans- mission included more than three songs from
mission is a "retransmission" only if it is si- a single album, the transmission does not
multaneous with the initial transmission. come within the complement. The fact that
The term "simultaneous" is used in this def- the transmitting entity did not willfully ininition (and throughout this bill) to refer to tend to violate the numerical limits for a
retransmisslons that are essentially simulta- single phonorecord under paragraph (A) does
neous. Although there may be momentary not excuse the willful violation of the limit
time delays resulting from the technology of paragraph (BXi).
The complement is to be evaluated as of
used for retransmissions, such delays do not
affect the status of the retransissions as si- the time of "the programming of the multiple phonorecords." rather than at the time
multaneous.
Section 114U((7)-"sound recording performance of transmission. This avoids imposing liability for programming that occurs such as a
complement"
week or two in advance of transmission that
The "sound recording performance com- unintentionally exceeds the complement. An
plement" defines the metes and bounds of example is where, between the time of the
programming available to be transmitted programming and transmission, a phonounder the statutory license grant in sub- record or set or compilation of phonorecords
section (f). The definition is intended to en- is released that embodies selections precompass certain typical programming prac- viously programmed by the transmitting entices such as those used on broadcast radio. tity from multiple phonorecords.
It does not extend to the performance of alCertain transmitting entities covered by
bums in their entirety, or the performance this legislation may provide multiple chanover a short period of time of a substantial nels of service and musical formats. The bill
number of different selections by a particu- applies the complement to each particular
lar artist or from a particular phonorecord channel separately and not to all channels In
or compilation of phonorecords. Trans- the aggregate.
missions that exceed the limits of the comThe requirement of "different selections"
plement are not eligible for a statutory li- permits the performance of the same seleccense under subsection (f).
tion in excess of the numerical limits. This
The definition provides that for a trans. is intended to facilitate under the statutory
mission to be within the complement, it license the programming of music formats
must not include, on a particular channel in that tend to repeat the same selections of
any rolling three-hour period, more than music, such as "top 40" formats.
three selections from any one phonorecord,
The term "featured recording artist"
and no more than two of those selections can means the performing group or ensemble or.
be transmitted consecutively. The trans- if not a group or ensemble, the individual
mission also must not include, on a particu- performer. identified most prominently in
lar channel in any rolling three-hour period, print on. or otherwise in connection, with,
more than four selections by the same fea- the phonorecord actually being performed.
tured artist or from any boxed set or com- Except in the case of a sound recording conpilation of phonorecords, and no more than sisting of a compilation of sound recordings
three of those selections can be transmitted by more than one performer or group or enconsecutively. Whether selections are con- semble, there will ordinarily be only one
secutive is determined by the sequence of the "featured recording artist" per phonorecord.
sound recordings transmitted, regardless of A vocalist or soloist performing along with a
whether some tones or other brief interlude group or ensemble is not a "'featured recordis transmitted between the sound recordings. ing artist" unless that person is identified in
To avoid imposing liability for program- connection with the phonorecord as the priming that unintentionally may exceed the mary performer. For example, the Eagles
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would be the "featured recording artist" on
. track from an Eagles album that does not
feature Don Henley by name with equal
Prominence- but if the same sound recording
were performed from "Don Henley's Greatest
HIM~"then Don Henley and not the Eagles
would be the "featured recording artist."
Where both the vocalist or soloist and the
group or ensemble are identified aS a single
entity and with equal prominence (such as
.Diang Roes and the Supremes"). both the
individual and the group qualify as the "featured recording artist."
S~ectionl II4(j)(J-nsbscVption" CtransmiUUon
A "subscription transmission" is defined
s a transmission of a sound recording in a
digital format that is "controlled and limited to particular recipients.' and for which
consideration is required to be paid or given
"by or on behalf of the recipient to receive
the transmission or a package of transmissions including the transmission." It
does not matter what the mechanism might
be for the delivery of the transmission; thus.
a digital transmission. whether delivered by
cable, wire. satellite or terrestrial microwave, video dialtone, the Internet or any
other digital transmission mechanism, could
be a subscription transmission if the requirements cited above are satisfied. This definition obviously does not reach traditional
over-the-air broadcast transmissions, which
satisfy neither of these requirements. A typical transmission that would qualify as a
"subscription transmission" under this definition is a cable system's transmission of a
digital audio service, which is available only
to the paying customers of the cable system.
The payments required to satisfy the "conslderstion" requirement might consist, for

example, of an "a Ia carte" fee for a specific

audio service, or of a fee for an overall package of services that includes the digital
audio service (e.g.. a cable system's tier of
services for a fee). The reference in the definition to payments "on behalf of" a recipient is intended to recognize that payments
for a service may be made by one person on
behalf of other people, such as a parent making payment for a child who lives away from
home and receives the subscription service.
Section l14(j)(9)-"tranmnission"
This definition recognizes that the term
"-transmission" refers to any transmission.
whether it is an initial transmission or a retransmission. Thus. for example. section
106() grants an exclusive right to perform a
copyrighted sound recording publicly "by
means of a digital audio transmission," and
does not mention retransmissions. even
though it is intended that the new performance right cover all digital audio transmissions, Including retransmissions. Similarly, except where otherwise explicitedly indicated, the exemptions for certain "transmissions" created by section 114(dXl) apply
to both initial transmissions and retransmissions.
Section 4--Mechanical Royalties in Digital
Phonorecord
Dellveries.-This
section
amends section 115 of title 17 to clarify how
the compulsory license for making and distributing phonorecords applies in the context of certain types of digital transmissions
identified in the bill as "digital phonorecord
deliveries."
Among other things, this section is intended to confirm and clarify the right of
musical work and sound recording copyright
owners to be protected against Infringement
when phonorecords embodying their works
are delivered to consumers by means of
transmissions rather than by means of pho-

norecord retall sales. The intention in extending the mechanical compulsory license
to digital phonorecord deliveries is to maintain and reaffirm the mechanical rights of
songwriters and music publishers as new
technologies permit phonorecords to be delivered by wire or over the airwaves rather
than by the traditional making and distribution of records, cassettes and CDs. The intention is not to substitute for or duplicate per-

statutory licenses are not prohibited by the
antitrust laws. This provision is nearly identical to new section 114(eXl), and is pat,
terned on existing antitrust exemptions relating to the negotiations of statutory ]Icenses, including 17 U.S.C. 11l6(bXl) (jukebox licenses) and 17 U.S.C. 1118(b) (noncommercial broadcasting). Like those provisions, subsection (cX3XB) is important to
help effectuate the related statutory license
formance rights in musical works, but rather
provision.
to maintain mechanical royalty income and
This subparagraph
authorizes musical
performance rights income for writers and work copyright owners, record companies.
digital transmission services, and any other
music publishers.
Changes to sections ll8(aXl) and 115(cX2)
persons entitled to obtain a compulsory limake clear that the compulsory license for cense collectively to negotiate and agre
making and distributing phonorcords is not upon the terms and statutory royalty rates
limited to the making and distribution of under subsection 15(cX3) "notwithsanding
physical phonorecords. but that a compul- any provision of the antitrust laws." This
sory license is also available for the making exemption from the antitrust laws extends
of digital phonorecord deliveries. The Comto negotiations and agreements on terms and
mittee intends that a compulsory license for rates of royalty payments, the proportionate
digital phonorecord deliveries may be ob- division of royalties among copyright owntained, and the required mechanical royal- ers. the designation of common agents to neties may be Paid. either directly by a digital gotiate. agree to. Day, or receive royalty
transmission service making a digital phono- payments, and the year during which the
royalty rates prescribed under subpararecord delivery or by a record company authorizing a digital phonorecord delivery. graphs (B) through (F) and chapter 8 of title
Thus, the changes to section 115 are designed 17 are to next be determined.
The latter authorization allows the afto minimize the burden on transmission
services by placing record companies In a po- fected parties to agree when rates and terms
should
next be determined. If they do not do
sition to license not only their own rights.
but also. if they choose to do so, the rights so voluntarily, then subparagraph (F) preof writers and music publishers to authorize scribes that the rates and terms will be redigital phonorecord deliveries; and by rec- considered at five-year intervals. Given the
ognizing that transmission services them- rapid pace at which digital transmission
selves may obtain a compulsory license to technology is developing, and changes In the
marketplace, the Committee recognizes that
make digital phonorecord deliveries.
As between a digital transmission service the statutory rate for digital phonorecord
and a record company, allocation of the re- deliveries might need to be considered in difsponsibility for paying mechanical royalties ferent years, and that the interested parties
could be a subject of negotiation, but copy- are in the best position to determine how
right owners of musical works would only be frequently and when this should be done.
entitled to receive one mechanical royalty
Section 115(c)(3)(C)
payment for each digital phonorecord delivThis subparagraph requires the Librarian
ery. not multiple payments. Of course, a dig- of Congress to cause notice to be published of
ital transmission service would be liable for
voluntary negotiation proceedings to deterany infringing digital phonorecord delivery mine reasonable terms and statutory royalty
It made in the absence of a compulsory 11- rates for the making of digital phonorecord
cense or the authorization of the musical
deliveries under a compulsory license. The
work copyright owner. (The liability of subparagraph also contains other provisions
sound recording copyright owners in such a concerning such proceedings.
case Is addressed in new sectionll5(cX3XI)) '
The Librarian is to publish notice of comSection 4 also redesignates subsections (c) mencement of the first such voluntary nego(3). (4) and (5) as subsections (cX4). (5) and (6) tiation proceeding in the Federal Register
and inserts new subsections (cX3) and (d).
between June 30. 1996 and December 31. 1996.
which are descried in detail below.
The Committee expects that the Librarian
will publish this notice relatively early in
Section 115(c)(3)(A)
This subparagraph specifically sets forth the prescribed period. However. the exact
that a compulsory license includes the right date of the notice is of limited importance
because subparagraph (B) authorizes negotiaof the compulsory licensee to make or authorize digital phonorecord deliveries and tions that can begin or end at any time. as
identifies the statutory rate of each digital determined by the parties. The purpose of
phonorecord delivery made by or under the the notice is simply to allow persons with a
substantial interest who might not be repauthority of the compulsory licensee. For all
digital phonorecord deliveries made or au- resented by the parties engaged in negotiations to be aware that negotiations may be
thorized under a compulsory license on or
before December 31, 191. the royalty rate is taking place that could lead to an industryto be the statutory rate than in effect under wide agreement concerning mechanical roysection 115(cX2) for the making and distribu- alty rates
The purpose of the first voluntary negotiation of a physical phonorecord. For digital
phonorecord deliveries made authorized tion proceeding shall be to determine reasonunder a compulsory license on or after Janu- able terms and statutory royalty rates for
the Making of digital phonorecord deliveries
ary 1, 199., the statutory mechanical royalty
rates for digital phonorecord deliveries shall under a compulsory license during the period
beginning January 1. 190 and ending when
be determined in accordance with subParaeigraphs (B) through (F); and the statutory successor rates and terms are established,
mechanical royalty rate for makin and dis- ther by negotiation or. if necessary, arbitration.
tributing physical phonorecords shall be deThe subparagraph states that if any digital
termined in accordance with chapterS.
phonorecord delivery statutory mechanical
Section 115(c)(3)(B)
royalty rates and terms are determined as a
This subparagraph clarifies that coUectve resut of a voluntary negotiation proceeding.
then such rates and terms shall distinguish
negotiations and agreements relatng to
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between: (1) rates and terms for digital phonorecord deliveries where the reproduction
or distribution of a phonorecord is "incidental" to the transmission which constitutes
the digital phonorecord delivery, and (2)
rates and terms for digital phonorecord deliveries in general. The Committee recognizes that there are likely to be different
types of digital transmission systems that
could result in the making of a digital phonorecord delivery. In the case of some of
these transmission systems, delivering a
phonorecord to a transmission recipient
could be incidental to the purpose of a transmission. For example, if a transmission system was designed to allow transmission recipients to hear sound recordings substantially at the time of transmission, but the
sound recording was transmitted to a high
speed burst of data and stored in a computer
memory for prompt playback (such storage
being technically the making of a phonorecord), and the transmission recipient could
not retain the phonorecord for playback on
subsequent occasions (or for any other purpose), delivering the pbonorecord to the
transmission recipient would be incidental
to the transmission. If such a system allowed
transmission
recipients
to
retain
phonorecords for playback on subsequent occasions, but transmission recipients did not
do so. delivering the phonorecords to the
transmission recipients could be incidental
to the transmissions. On and after January 1.
1998. statutory mechanical royalty rates
shall distinguish between "incidental" digital phonorecord deliveries that take into account the different purpose and effect of
these transmissions and digital phonorecord
deliveries in general.
The voluntary negotiation proceeding may
result in license agreements voluntarily negotiated among individual musical work
copyright owners and individual entities
that make or authorize digital phonorecord
deliveries. It is the Committee's intention
that negotiations leading to any such agreements be covered by section 115(cX3XB) and
that any such agreements have the effect set
forth in section 115(cX3)(E).
Beyond such individual license agreements, however, the Committee anticipates
that the voluntary negotiation proceeding
will lead to an industry-wide agreement concerning mechanical royalty terms and rates
and the year when terms and rates next will
be determined.
The parties are expected to negotiate, or if
necessary arbitrate. "terms" as well as
rates. By "terms," the Committee means
such details as how payments are to be
made. when, and other accounting matters.
While these details are for the most part already prescribed in section 115. and related
details are to be established by the Librarian
under section 115(cX3XD). the bill allows for
additional such terms to be set by the parties or by CARPs in the event that the foregoing provisions or regulations are not readily applicable to the new digital transmission environment.
If an agreement as to rates and terms is
reached and there is no controversy as to
these matters, it would make no sense to
subject the interested parties to the needless
expense of an arbitration proceeding conducted under section 115(cX3XD). Thus, it is
the Committee's intention that in such a
case, as under the Copyright Office's current
regulations concerning rate adjustment proceedings, the Librarian of Congress should
notify the public of the proposed agreement
in a notice-and-comment proceeding and, if
no opposing comment is received from a

party with a substantial interest and an intent to participate in an arbitration proceeding. the Librarian of Congress should adopt
the rates embodied in the agreement, and
any agreed-to year when the mechanical royalty rates for digital phonorecord deliveries
next will be determined, without convening
an arbitration panel. See 37 C.F.R. 5251.63
(b); see also 5 Fed. Reg. 63,WS (1994).
As provided in section 115(cX3XF). the prooodures for negotiation and, if necessary, arbitrtion set forth in this subparagraph and
in section US(cXSXD) are to be repeated
every five years unless it is voluntarily determined by the parties pursuant to this subparagraph and subparagraph (B) that rates
and terms should next be determined in a
different year. The Committee recognizes
that It may be unusual to allow the interested parties to negotiate and agree to a
year when the statutory mechanical royalty
rates for digital phonorecord deliveries next
will be determined. However, the Committee
was concerned that rapidly changing technology might justify redetermining the
terms and royalty rates applicable to digital
phon4record deliveries made under a compulsory license on a different schedule than
once every five years. Thus, the Committee
chose to give the interested parties flexibility in this area.
The Committee wishes to make clear that
nothing in section 1l5(cX3) is intended to affect the schedule prescribed in section
803(aX3) for determining the mechanical royalty rate for the making and distribution of
physical phonorecords. Proceedings to establish mechanical royalty rates for the making
and distribution of physical phonorecords
are expected to be conducted in 1997 and
every ten years thereafter, and are not subject to contrary agreement.
SectiO7 1I5(c)(3)(D)
If a voluntary negotiation proceeding as
described in section 115(cX3XC) does not lead
to the determination of the terms and statutory royalty rates applicable to digital phonorecord deliveries made under a compulsory
license, those terms and rates are to be determined by arbitration under this subparagraph. The Committee notes that the subparagraph specifically refers to chapter 8 of
title 17. which concerns copyright royalty
arbitration in general. Accordingly. arbitration under this subparagraph should be conducted under the same type of procedures
that apply in other copyright royalty rbitrations. Thus. for example, an arbitration
proceeding is to commence only upon the filing of a petition in accordance with existing
section MI3aXI).
Like terms and rates determined under
section 115(cX3XC). terms and rates determined under this subparagraph are to distinguish between digital phonorecord deliveries
where the reproduction or distribution of a
phonorecord is incidental to the transmission which constitutes the digital phonorecord delivery, and digital phonorecord deliveries in general.
In determining terms and rates under this
subparagraph, a copyright arbitration royalty panel is to consider the objectives set
forth in section 801(bXl). and the arbitrators
may consider terms and rates under voluntarily negotiated license agreements. However, the statutory mechanical royalty payable for digital phonorecord deliveries made
on or before December 31. 1997 shall be given
no precedential effect in determining the
statutory mechanical royalty payable for
digital phonorecord deliveries made on or
after January 1. 1998. The Committee specifically chooses to remain neutral on the ques-
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tion whether the mechanical royalty rates
for any category of digital phonorecord delivery made on or after January 1. 119

should be the same as, lower than. or higher
than the mechanical royalty rate for the
making
and
distribution
of physical
phonorecords.
The subparagraph specifically authorizes
the Librarian of Congress to establish requirements by which copyright owners may
receive reasonable notice of the use of their
works under this section, and under which
records of such use shall be kept and made
available by persons making digital phonorecord deliveries.
Section I15(c)(3)(E)
This subparagraph provides that in general, the provisions of voluntarily negotiated
agreements for the licensing of nondramatic
musical works shall be given effect in lieu of
any statutory rates and terms determined by
the Librarian of Congress. For example, the
Committee understands that individual
record companies and music publishers have
negotiated license agreements for specific albums prescribing a royalty rate less than the
statutory mechanical royalty rate. The Committee does not intend to prevent negotiation of voluntary license agreements, for either physical phonorecords or digital phonorecord deliveries, prescribing royalties at
less than the statutory rates, except in the
situation described below.
There is a situation in which the provisions of voluntarily negotiated license agreements should not be given effect in lieu of
any mechanical royalty rates determined by
the Librarian of Congress. For some time,
music publishers have expressed concerns
about so-called "controlled composition"
clauses in recording contracts. Generally
speaking, controlled composition clauses are
provisions whereby a recording artist who is
the author of a nondramatic musical work
arees to reduce the mechanical royalty rate
payable when a record company makes and
distributes phonorecords which include recordings of such artist's compositions. Subject to the exceptions set forth in subpargraph (EXii), the second sentence of subparagraph (EXi) is intended to make these controlled composition clauses inapplicable to
digital phonorecord deliveries.
Specifically, unless the requirements of
one or both of the exceptions of subparagraph (E)(ii) are satisfied, the royalty rates
determined through negotiation or arbitrelion pursuant to subparagraph (C) or (D)a'e
to be given effect in lieu of any contrary
rates specified in a contract pursuant to
which a recording artist who is the author of
a nondramatic musical work grants a mechanical license in that work to a record
company or commits another person (such as
the artists music publisher) to grant such A
mechanical license in that work.
Subparagraph (EXii) specifies two types of
contracts where the negotiated royalty rates
set forth in the contracts are to be given effect notwithstanding the second sentence of
subparagraph (EXi). The first of these is&
"grandfather clause" giving effect to contracts and rates agreed to in a contract with
a recording artist on or before June 2., 1905
except to the extent they are modified after
that date for the purpose of reducing the
royalty prescribed therein to less than the
statutory rates or to add new compositions
at less than the statutory rates. Thus. if a
recording contract entered into on or before
June 22, 1995 was modified after that date to
cover a larger number of musical works. the
royalty rates specified in the contract would
apply to the number of works within the
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scope of the contract as of June 22, 1996, and
the statutory rates would apply to the number of works added thereafter. The Committ also notes that recording artist contracts
entered into on or before June 22, 1995 and
not modified thereafter, or modified thereter to extend the date by which an artist
must complete a recording, are examples of
contracts to be given effect notwithstanding
the second sentence of subparagraph (EXit.
The second of the exceptions provided in
subparagraph (EXit) Is intended to allow a
recording artist-author who chooses to act
as his or her own music publisher to agree to
accept mechanical royalties at less than the
statutory rates, provided that the contract
containing such lower rates is entered into
after the sound recording has been fixed in a
tangible medium of expression substantially
in a form intended for commercial release.
It should be emphasized that subparagraph
(E)applies only to the making of digital phonorecord deliveries and not to the making
and distribution of physical phonorecords.
Nothing in the bill is intended to interfere
with the application of controlled composition clauses to the making and distribution
of physical phonorecords or to digital phonorecord deliveries where the agreements are
not covered by the terms of subsection
(cX3XE).
Section 115(c)(3)(F)
This subparagraph provides that the procedures specified in subparagraphs (C) and (D)
for negotiation or arbitration of mechanical
compulsory license rates and terms for digital phonorecord deliveries are to be repeated
ever five years, unless different years for repeating such proceedings are determined in
accordance with subparagraphs (B) or (C).
Nothing in section 115(cX3) is intended to affect the schedule prescribed for determining
the mechanical royalty rate for the making
and distribution of physical phonorecords.
Proceedings to establish mechanical royalty
rates for the making and distribution of
physical phonorecords are to be conducted in
1*7 and every ten years thereafter, and are
not subject to contrary agreement.
The reference in subparagraph (F) to the
procedures specified in subparagraphs (C)
and (D) Is to the publication of notice, Initiation of voluntary negotiations, and convening of CARPs if necessary. The reference is
not to the dates within the year as described
In subparagraph (C). Indeed, the Committee
encourages the Librarian to publish a notice
of initiation of voluntary negotiation proceedings as early in the year as practicable.
to allow the maximum amount of time for
voluntary negotiations. or if necessary arbitration.
Section 115(c)(3)(G)
This subparagraph imposes as a condition
of compulsory licensing the obligation that
digital phonorecord deliveries be accompanied by certain specified types of Information. if that information has been encoded in
the sound recording being transmitted under
the sound recording copyright owner's authority. This provision does not obligate the
copyright owner of the sound recording to
encode copyright management information
In the work. In addition. It is not Intended to
require a transmitting entity to generate or
encode such information in its transmission
if the information is not encoded in the
sound recording. Moreover. the transmitting
entity is not required to trnsmit information that may be encoded in the sound recording other than the information specified
in this subparagraph and "related informatlion" (o.e.. information that is specifically

related to the identification of the works
being performed and upon which payments
ar to be made by the transmitting entity
under this bill). The subparagrph also
makes clear that nothing in this section affects the provisions of section 1002(e).
Section 115(c)(3)(H)
This subparagraph confirms that musical
work copyright owners and sound recording
copyright owners both have the s-me rights
to be protected against infringement with respect to digital phonorecord deliveries as
they have with respect to distributions of
physical phonorecords of their respective
works. Thus, subject to the limitations contained in existing law. a digital phonorecord
delivery infringes the rights of the sound recording copyright owner unless authorized
by the sound recording copyright owner (or
his or her agent), and a digital phonorecord
delivery infringes the rights of the musical
work copyright owner unless covered by a
compulsory license or authorized by the musical work copyright owner (or his or her
agent). The subparagraph makes clear that
any cause of action under this subparagraph
is in addition to other remedies available
under title 17.
Section 115(c)(3)(I)
cirthe
clarifies
subparagraph
This
cumstances under which a sound recording
copyright owner may be held liable for digital phonorecord deliveries by third parties.
The changes to section 115 made by S. 227 are
intended to allow record companies to 11cense not only their own rights, but also. if
they choose to do so, the rights of writers
and music publishers to authorize digital
phonorecord deliveries. If a record company
grants a digital transmission service a license under both the record company's
rights in a sound recording and the musical
work copyright owner's rights, the record
company may be liable, to an extent determined in accordance with applicable law, for
the applicable mechanical royalty for every
digital phonorecord delivery made under the
record company's authority. However. if a
record company grants a license under its
rights in a sound recording only. and does
not grant a mechanical license under the
copyright in the musical work embodied in
the sound recording, it is the transmission
service's responsibility to obtain a license
under the musical work copyright, and the
record company cannot be held liable for infringment of the copyright in the musical
work by the record company's licensee.
Section 1l5(c)(3)(J)
This subparagraph makes clear that nothing in section 1006 shall be construed to prevent the exercise of the rights and remedies
allowed by paragraphs (3) and (6) and chapter
5 in the event of a digital phonorecord delivery. However, no action alleging infringement of copyright may be brought under
title 17 against a manufacturer, importer or
distributor of a digital audio recording device. a digital audio recording medium, an
analog recording device, or an analog recording medium, or against a consumer, based on
the actions described in section 100.
Section 115(c)(3)(E)
This subsection makes clear that section
115. as amended by the bill, is not intended
to annul or limit any existing or future right
or remedy of a sound recording copyright
owner or musical work copyright owner, except to the extent that a musical work copyright owner's exclusive rights are limited by
compulsory licenAing under the conditions
specified by section 115 as amended.

Section Z15(c)(3)(L)
This subparagraph makes clear that the
changes made to section 115 by the bill with
regard to liability for digital phonorecord
deliveries do not apply to transmissions or
retransmissions that are exempt under section 114(dXl). At the same time, the exemptions set forth in section 114(dXl) are not Intended either to enlarge or to diminish in
any way the rights of copyright owners
under existing law with respect to such

transmissions or retransmissions.
Section 115(d)

This subsection defines the term "digital
phonorecord delivery." A "digital phonorecord delivery" is each individual delivery
of a phonorecord by digital transmission of a
sound recording which results in a specifically identifiable reproduction by or for any
transmission recipient of a phonorecord of
that sound recording. The Committee notes
that the phrase "specifically identifiable reproduction." as used in the definition, should
be understood to mean a reproduction specifically identifiable to the transmission
service. Of course, a transmission recipient
making a reproduction from a transmission
is able to identify that reproduction. but the
mere fact that a transmission recipient can
make and Identify a reproduction should not
in itself cause a transmission to be considered a digital phonorecord delivery.
The final sentence of this definition provides that a digital phonorecord delivery
does not result from a real-time, noninteractive subscription transmission of a sound'
recording where no reproduction of the
sound recording or the musical work em-.
bodied therein is made from the inception of
the transmission through to its receipt by
the transmission recipient in order to make
the sound recording audible. For example, a
transmission by a noninteractive subscription transmission service that transmits in
real time a continuous program of music selections chosen by the transmitting entity.
for which a consumer pays a flat monthly
fee. would not be a "digital phonorecord delivery" so long as there was no reproduction
at any point in the transmission in order to
make the sound recording audible. Moreover.
such a transmission would not be a "digital
phonorecord delivery" even if subscribers,
through actions taken on their own part,'
may record all or par of the programming
from that service. The final sentence of the
definition of "digital phonorecord delivery"
is not intended to change current law with
respect to rights under section 106, or the
limitations on those rights under sections
107-113. sections 116-120, and the unamended
portions of sections 114 and 115.
Section 5-conforming Amendments.-This
section makes certain technical amendments
to other sections of title 17.
Among other things, it adds to section 101
a definition of "digital transmission," which
is amy transmission in whole or in part in a
digital or other non-analog format. Although
the Committee is not presently aware of any
non-analog formats that are not digital, the
Committee wants to make clear that all nonanalog formats now known or later developed are covered by the bill. For purposes of
section 115. a transmission of a motion picture or other audiovisual work does not
come within the definition of "digital transmiasion."
Section 6-Effective Date.-This section
provides that new sections 114(e) and 114(f) of
titie 17, which concern negotiation of liunder the new performance right.
cense
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take effect immediately upon the date of enactment. The effective date of other provisions of the Act is three months after the
date of enactment.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I
rise today in support of S. 227, the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995. I am pleased to be
a cosponsor of this legislation introduced by Senator HATCH, the distinguished chairman of the Judiciary
Committee. This bill will allow the
United States to finally join more than
60 nations in enacting this same copyright protection for sound recordings.
The bill before us, today, essentially
closes a glaring loophole in the Copyright Act which had denied protection
to recording artists and record companies ever since the copyright was first
extended to sound recordings in 1972.
This legislation would create a right to
public performance in digital transmissions and give copyright owners the
ability to negotiate the use of their
works in new technologies.
Every other copyrighted work-motion pictures, books, plays, computer
software and musical compositions---aready has this protection. It Is time to
bring the law up to date for sound recordings.
Senator HATCH and I first introduced
a version of this bill in the 103d Congress. Since that time, we have heard
from literally hundreds of interested
parties from all affected sides. We have
had input from broadcasters, cable
companies, consumers, songwriters,
music publishers, artists, record companies, and more. Many of those affected by the legislation have had suggestions on how to make it better and
more responsive to the marketplace.
I would like to commend Senator
HATCH and his staff and thank them for
working so hard with us to assure that
all of the legitimate concerns with the
original legislation were so thoughtfully
addressed.
Senators
BDEN,
LEAHY, and THURMOND and their staffs

deserve credit as well.
Every copyright expert who testified
before the Judiciary Committee, including those from the nonpartisan
U.S. Copyright Office, agreed that this
legislation needs to be enacted.
The Digital Performance Right in
Sound Recordings Act helps move our
copyrighted industries closer to the Information Superhighway. A road where
consumers will have access to new
music and exciting artists delivered to
the consumer in technology advanced
ways beyond what we might have
imagined when we first heard the
Victrola, or even stereo sound. As
these new technologies develop and as
we enter this digital and computer age,
the protection of America's intellectual property has taken on a tremendous urgency.
The inequities of the current law are
best illustrated by a real-world example: when a digital music service, paid

for with a subscription fee and available via a consumer's cable TV box,
play a piece of recorded music from a
compact disc, such as "White Christmas" performed by Bing Crosby, the
songwriter and music publisher, in this
case Irving Berlin, have rights and receive payment for the performance of
that work. Yet while Irving Berlin is
compensated, Bing Crosby, the recording artist who brought the song to life,
and the record company which invested
the moneys to record and distribute
the album would receive nothing.
We have chosen to be forward thinking with this legislation, to enable
Congress to close a loophole which
threatens to grow immensely in the
near future. With new digital technology, a transmission service, simply
by acquiring a single copy of a compact
disc, can deliver CD-quality sound electronically to millions of homes and
cars, without any payment to the creators of that recorded music.
The hundreds of thousands of consumers who love new music could make
perfect copies of the one CD. Potentily
millions of perfect copies of this
CD can be made electronically. Why
would anyone go to a record store in
the future if they were able to receive
music this way?. Why should the digital
transmission businesses be making
money by selling music when they are
not paying the creators who have produced that music?
If this should occur without copyright protection, investment in recorded music will decline, as performers and record companies produce recordings which are widely distributed
without compensation to them. This
would result in the decline of what
presently constitutes one of America's
most important, productive and competitive industries.
America's copyright industries contributed a staggering 3.7 percent to the
Nation's gross domestic product in
1993. That's a contribution of S238.6 billion, Mr. President. Between 1977 and
1993, the number of workers employed
by those industries doubled to 3 million, 2.55 percent of our work force.
Over the last 5 years, employment in
this sector has grown at four times the
rate of jobs in other sectors.
And, perhaps most significant of all
in this context, these industries together achieved foreign sales of $45.8
billion in 1993. Amazingly, that was the
second biggest single contribution to
America's balance of trade in 1993
among all industries, second only to
autos and their parts.
My home State of California has been
a particular beneficiary of this growth.
It is an important home to the music
industry, the industry whose copyright
protection we are specifically addressing today. California's music community is home to over 100,000 jobs, including recording, manufacturing, distribution and retail.
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These are the jobs of the future, and
I am pleased that this legislation will
assure the continued viability of these
important businesses and creative endeavors.
More than 60 nations, including 9
members of the European Community,
provide their rightaholders with a per.
formance right. S150 million Is Collected worldwide for the public performance of sound recordings.
The United States is the world's leading exporter of recorded music, with
American artists accounting for 35 percent of all music sold worldwide. However, because the United States does
not reciprocate in providing this performance right, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office reports that U.S.
performers and record companies are
denied access to these substantial royalties. Rectifying this disparity will
obviously benefit this very important
export sector of our economy.
Moreover. I'm told that the lack of a
performance right has been a major obstacle to the efforts of our trade negotiators to achieve higher levels of intellectual property protection in general. The Senate today can help eliminate this obstacle.
This legislation would provide equity, Mr. President. Equity for the digital transmitters who would be assured
that new music was available for their
services. Equity for consumers who
would be assured that new and varied
music continues to get recorded and
produced. Equity for the creators and
producers of music who invest their
talent, effort and dollars in sound recordings.
In sum, as I detailed in my RECORD
statement of January 13 when we introduced this bill, and at the hearing
on this bill in March, passing this legislation is the right thing to do as a
matter of copyright policy, it's the fair
thing to do, and it is clearly in the best
economic interests of the Nation. I
urge its adoption.
Thank you, Mr. President. I yield the
floor.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, it is regrettable that S. 227 fails to address
the present concerns of countless small
businesses in North Carolina, including
many restaurants, that offer background music for the enjoyment of
their customers.
Many restauranteurs, retailers, and
radio broadcasters resent the continued heavy-handed practices by musiclicensing organizations in imposing unreasonable copyright fees. I hope these
concerns may be addressed soon in future legislation.
Mr. President, this is the problem: A
restaurant has a radio or television set
playing, and a representative of one of
the music royalty organizations shows
up threatening court action unless the
restauranteur pays an exorbitant licensing fee, simply for having a rado
or television set on.
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(H.R. 789). Simllar legislation was introducedin last year's Congress but was not acted
upon before it adjourned,
The Sensenbrenner bill. which had 21 cosponsors by mid-February, also would estabbroadcasts.
lish an arbitration system to resolve rate
tht receive the public
Not only do these organizations dou- disputes. Under current federal copyright
ble-dip, they also seek to intimidate law, only the federal court of the Southern
businesses into paying fees for District of New York is allowed to handle
t
such disputes, which makes it expensive for
listenng to radio or TV stations.
small businesses are entitled to fair business people elsewhere in the nation. The
National Restaurant Association has long
,rotction against arbitrary pricing,
that ASCAP, BM31 and SESAC rely
discriminatory enforcement, and abu- claimed
on the threat of costly court battles to force
music-liby
practices
sive collection
restaurateurs to comply with their fees.
Meanwhile. restaurateurs were working at
censing organizations.
be
adshould
that
a
problem
This is
the local level in 10 states to regulate the
dressed soon. and, Mr. President, I ask way the music-copyright agents conduct
unanlmous consent that a relevant ar- their collections of royalties.
Most states were patterning their legislaticle be printed in the RECORD at the
tion after New Jersey's Collection Practices
conclusion of my remarks-it being a Reform Act. which has passed the state's
Nation's Restaurant News article by General Assembly and is
now under considerRon Ruggless entitled. "Operators to ation by the Senate.
lAwmakers: Now You're Playing Our
The New Jersey proposal would require
Song; Legislators Tackle Industry's music-licensing agents to provide list of
Restauran- songs they represent, provide comparisons of
Gripe;
Music-Licensing
fees charged within a 25-mile radius of a
teurs."
There being no objection, the article business, force them to identify themselves
was ordered to be printed in the upon entering a business establishment and
set up a third-party arbitration group to meRWCORD. as follows:
diate contract disputes.
[From Nation's Restaurant News. Feb. 27,
States with similar bills wending their way
1996]
through the legislatures include Colorado,
OPBRATORs 710 LAWKAKERS: Now You'Rz Hawaii. Maryland. Missouri. New Hampshire,
PLAYU4O OUR SONG: LzoISLATORs TACKLK Oklahoma. Texas. Virginia, and Wyoming.
INDUffrRY'S Muslc-LicENsINo GRnre; RZSIn Texas the proposed legislation includes
TAURAT URS
the New Jersey provisions as well as a com(By Ron Ruggless)
ponent that would require agents to be 1iWASSINO'N.-At the urging of res- censed by the state, according to Glen
tourateur and other small-business owners, Gary, general counsel for the Texas
federal and state lawmakers are pumping up taurant Association. "I don't think we'll be
the volume on the way music-licensing too easy to push over." Oarey said, referring
agents do business and the fees they charge. to lobbying by the performing-rights aiIn Congress Rep. Jim Sensenbrenner. B.- eties. "I don't buy into the argument that
wis.. has introduced a bill to amend federal any of this is unconstitutional or conflicts
copyright law and exempt restaurateurs with federal law."
Colorado's proposed legislation In mid-Febfrom paying licensing fees for background
music from radios and televisions, for which ruary had garnered the sponsorship of 20 of
65
House members and 10 of 38 senators. acthey are now liable.
And in 10 states, from New Hampshire to cording to Pete Meereman. executive direcHawai. Legislatures are considering propos- tor of the Colorado Restaurant Association.
It doesn't deal with whether or not operaals that would regulate the way the music-licensing agents conduct themselves in col- tors owe royalties to copyright owners, or
whether those royalties are fair," Meeremn
lecting royalties.
"Restaurant owners all over the country said. What it does deal with is how royalties
have been infuriated by the bullying tactics are collected in Colorado. It sets a standard
of the huge music-licensing agents." said of professional conduct for agents of thes
Herman Cain. president of the National Res- Performing-rights societies."
taurant Association. "Their outrage is palThe legislation would require music-licensing agente to identify themselves upon enpable."
For years restaurateurs have been alarmed tering establishments for the purposes of inby what they consider random pricing and vestigating the use of copyrighted music.
"A lot of times." Meersman explained,
abusive collections and threats by the performing rights societies, such as Broadcast "they will come in unannounced. We've had
Music Inc., or BMI: the American Society of members find them in their coat rooms.
Composers. Authors and Publishers. or where their music equipment is kept. We've
ASCAP; and the Society for European Song- had them question employees who don't realwriters and Composers. or SESAC.
ly know anything about the equipment, type
I can't tell you the number of times small- of music or whether it's CDs, tapes or radio,
business owners in my district have com"We'd like them to Identify themselves so
plsined about the tactics used by these per- someone who knows what they we talking
forming rights societies to collect fees for about can get them the information they
music played on radios or TVs." Sensen- needL"
brenner explained. "I believe artists should
Another provision would require the socibe compensated for their works, but I don't eties to provide lists of copyrighted songs
believe these societies should be able to in- they represent. "The reason we want to have
timidate a restaurant owner into paying fees lists available is that, say, you're an opera-

This double-dipping is both arrogant
,ad unfair-the royalty organizations
,sist on collecting fees from both
,,dcasters and the small busines

for the incidental use of a broadcast over
which he is she has no control."
More than 150 restaurateurs were acheduled to fly in to Washington on Feb. 23 to
lobby the 104th Congress on Sensenbronner's
Pairnes in Musical Licensing Act of 1996

tor. and you don't want to pay royalties or a
blanket licensing fee to all these grouMp"
he
said. "You want to know what is copyrighted
or covered under your agreement. In other
words, you want to know what you are paying for."
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One other provision in the bill would require the perforrning-rights societies to let
operators know what other similar establish
ments afe paying in the same area, which
was defined as a 25-mile radius. -That way.
you might be able to determine whether you
are being asked to pay fees that are unreasonable compared to similar establishments." Meersman said.
A number of Colorado restaurant operators
have been threatened If they didn't sign a
music agreement, he sald. "We think our
members ought to be treated n a more professional manner. They don't like to be
threatened, intimidated. It's a standard of
professional conduct."
Meerman said the Colorado legislation
has drawn opposition from lobbyists from
the music-copyright companies, who. he
said. "are pulling out all the stops to try to
squash this legislation wherever it comes
up."
One argument is that music-copyright legislatlon should be handled at the federal
level, but Meersman disagrees: "Issues dealing with whether or not someone has to pay
a fee, those are not things we can deal with
at the state level. But how these people treat
business owners in the state and how they go
about collecting the fees is a state issue."
Katy McGregor. a legislative representative with the NRA In Washington. welcomes
the state initiatives. If they can get some reforms at the state level, it certainly makes
dealing with these music-licensing groups a
little more agreeable until we can get some
clages in copyright law at the federal
level." she said. "What they are doing in the
states is crucial."
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, the mattes-ter
of a performance right for sound recordings is an issue that has been in
dispute for over 20 years. I believe that
Congress will finally enact a law establishing that right.
I believe that musicians, singers and
featured
performers
on
recordings
ought to be compensated like other
creative artists for the public performances of works that they create and
that we all enjoy. I want companies
that export American music not to be
disadvantaged internationally by the
lack of U.S. recognition of such a performance right. Most of all. I have
wanted to be sure that the new law is
fair to all parties--to performers, musiclans, songwriters, music publishers,
performing rights societies, emerging
companies expanding new technologies,
and in particular. consumers and the
public.
I am glad to have been able to play a
role in redesigning the bill to meet
these objectives. The Substitute seeks
to preserve existing rights, to encourage the development of new technologies, and to promote competition
as the best protection for consumers. I
was pleased to join as a cosponsor of
the substitute and to urge support for
S. 227 as amended when the Judiciary
Committee considered the bill on June
29.

Working

with

Senator

THURMOND,

the Chairn
of the Antitrust Subcommittes, and with the help of the
Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice, we have been able to
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strengthen the bill in significant regard.
At our March hearing on B. 227, I
raised antitrust concerns about certain
provisions in the bill. In particular, I
was concerned about subsections (h)
and (e), which were proposed to be
added to section 114 of the Copyright
Act. The language of both subsections
has been revised and strengthened to
protect against anticompetitive activity.
As originally drafted, the bill might
have created a virtually unlimited
antitrust exemption for major record
companies to combine to set prices for
licensing music. While I want to work
to find ways to keep transaction costs
as low as possible for clearing rights in
order to make music in the future
more accessible to the public at lower
prices, I do not support such an exemption to our antitrust laws.
On June 20, I received a letter from
the Department of Justice responding
to a letter I had sent following our
hearing. The Department noted that
subsection (e) of the original bill could
be read to provide statutory authority
to record companies to form a licensing cartel. In light of the concentration
of the record industry in which 6 major
companies account for 80 to 85 percent
of the U.S. market, this could, in the
words of the Justice Department
"cause great mischief by allowing the
formation of a cartel immune from
antitrust scrutiny." I know that is not
what the original sponsors of this legislation intended.
I was pleased to work with Senator
THURMOND and others to resolve these
problems. The Department provided
technical assistance to us as we worked
out another approach that authorizes
only a clearinghouse to cut down
transaction costs without authorizing
price fixing by combinations of companies. This is an approach with which
we are all more comfortable. In this regard, we received a follow-up letter
from the Department of Justice on
these provisions.
I commend the industry groups that
took seriously our suggestion that
they talk through their differences and
see whether they could recommend a
consensus solution to Congress. The cooperation and good faith contributed
greatly to the process. My experience
has been that in these areas of copyright law, legislation moves best and
most easily by consensus. I think that
is what we have strived to attain and
what we have achieved.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD copies of the
June 20 and July 21 letters from the
Department of Justice on this measure.
There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

U.S.

DUPARTMK=r O JUs'EMCZ.
OFIC or L OISLATIVZ A.AmsRB,

Washington. DC. June 20,199S.
Hon. PATICK LEA.Y.

Ranking Menber, Subconunittee on Antitrust,
Business Rights and Competition, Commdt-

tee on the Judltlafj, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DraR SNATOR LEA.Y: Thank you for your
March 13, 1996, letter to Assistant Attorney
General Anne Bingaman asking for views on
S.
7, the "Digital Performance Right in
Sound Recordings Act of 19." The Administration supports the establishment of a performance right in digital recordings. However, based on our review of S. 2, we believe: (1) that proposed subsection (e) may
inadvertently authorize cartel activity in
the licensing of performance rights, and (2)
that proposed subsection (h) does not fully
address the potential competition issues associated with licensing to affiliated entities.
Minor modifications to S. 227 would remedy
these deficiencies without undermining the
bill's underlying goals.
Performance rights in sound recordings,
common in Europe and other regions, are not
currently granted by the 1976 Copyright Act
or any other federal statute. Thus, under
current law, producers of sound recordings
are not entitled to license or receive royalties for the public performance and broadcast of their recordings in the U.S. for example, digital subscription transmission services' currently may buy a compact disc on
the retail market and simply play the music
from It on their channels without obtaining
the permission of or compensating the artlsts or record companies that produced the
recording.
Senate Bill 22 would amend the Copyright
Act to create a performance right in digital
transmissions. Under the bill, right holders
would have the authority to receive royalty
fees from, and in some cases, negotiate the
terms of, the performance of their sound recordings by digital delivery services such as
pay-per-listen and subscription transmission
services.
Generally, we believe that S. 227 would advance competition by allowing producers of
sound recordings control over certain transmissions of their recordings by some digital
transmission services, this potentially allowing them to limit the threat of uncompensated home copying by subscribers to those
services. Nevertheless, given the concentrated nature of the affected industries.
the danger exists that this remedial legislation could be subverted to monopolistic
aims.
1. Licensing Cartel.-We are concerned
that proposed subsection (e). by allowing license negotiations by a common agent,
would authorize formation of a cartel by performance rights holders. Our understanding
is that a "performance right" would, at least
with respect to the major record companies
and their affiliates (the "majors") 2 be held
by the record company, either by virtue of
its producer status or by contract with the
artist.'

As part of its ongoing inQuiry into licensing practices in U.S. and in foreign commerce, the Department Is currently investigating whether certain record companies
have unlawfully colluded on license fees by,
inter alia, forming "performance rights societies" in Europe and elsewhere that operate
as the exclusive negotiating agency for all of
the record companies. Unlike licensing societies that act as nonexclusive agents for

Footnotes at end of art cle.
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owners and composers of copyrighted corn.
positions, the foreign performance rights Wo
cieties are the exclusive assignees of per.
formance rights and arguably are highly con.
centrated. Exploiting the combined market
power associated with the pooling of Intel.
lectual property rights, these exclusive It.
censing societies typically charge a percentae-of-revenue fee in return for a blanket Ii.
cense. The European Commission has issued
a Statement of Objections against these
practices as they relate to music video li.
censes, and the Division is likewise seeking
to determine whether the activities of these
foreign rights societies have an adverse im.
pact on U.S. exports of music video and digital radio programming. See United States v.
Time Warner Inc., et at., No. Misc. 94-338 HEG
(filed Nov. 3, 194) (Petition to enforce civil
investigative demands).
Arguably, S. 227 would statutorily authorize performance right holders, and record
companies in particular, to form the same
kind of anticompetitive performance rights
society here in the United States. According
to proposed subsection (e):
"Any copyright owners of sound recordings
and any entities performing sound recordings affected by this section may negotiate
and agree upon the terms and rates of royalty payments for the performance of such
sound recordings and the proportionate division of fees paid among copyright owners,
and may designate common agents to negotiate.
agree to. pay, or receive such royalty payments.'
(Emphasis added). This subsection could
cause great mischief by allowing the formation of a cartel immune from antitrust scrutiny. Although the arbitration royalty panel
created by the statute would set some limit
on fees charged for compulsory licenses. this
provision would authorize collective negotiations by right holders for unregulated voluntary licenses as well. Moreover, even In
the compulsory license context, a small programmer would almost certainly pay hefty
premium in order to avoid the costs of &
challenge before the royalty panel against I

cartel whose costs and legal fees are spread
over a multi-billion dollar industry. Ultimately, U.S. consumers would pay this premium.
We therefore strongly recommend that
proposed subsection (e) be deleted. To do SO
would in no way affect the salutary goals Of
the bill. Artists could transfer rights to the
record companies. Record companies could
unilaterally hire agents. They could even
form a performance right society so long As
it conformed to the antitrust laws. What
they could not do is form a federally authorized cartel to set higher-than-competitive
prices.
2. Licensing to Affiliates.-Proposed subsection (h) provides that. where a right holder licenses a sound recording to a digital PrOgrammer it directly or indirectly controlsthe right holder must license to similarlY
situated programmers on similar terms lod
conditions. As written, this provision is uDlikely to be an effective deterrent to diScrimination in favor of affiliates and MaY
have the unintended effect of mandating
higher-than-competitive license fees.
In the first place, the trigger language of
the bill is too narrow. As far as we know. no
individual right holder, including the recodl
companies, has a large enough individusl
stake in a digital programmer to have POV
tive "control". Together. however several
majors potentially may exercise subStantll
collective influence. Tak-'8. the cable audio
services industry as an example. Sony. Wa
ner, and EMI each hold a 33% interest I'
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frnmuerS such as DMX would be protected
bY subsection (h) even if it were triggered.
As written, the subsection mandates "'simiIs"terms" as those provided to the affiliated
rogramer. This raises the possibility that
right holder(s) could set a high price to the
affiliated programmer and then claim a statUtory requirement to apply the artificially
high rafte to the non-affiliated programmer.
Third. to be an effective deterrent to disrrizination. subsection (bX2). allowing the
right holder tO set different terms and conditions for essentially any reason, should be
tightened.
We suggest, therefore, the following modiilcations to proposed subsection (h) (changes
in italics):
.'Where a copyright owner of sound recording3. indvidually or collectively with other
copyright owners of sound recordings, owns a
controlling interest in. or otherwise pos0ses the power directly or indirectly to
or block important management decicontrol
inons of. an entity engaging in digital transmissions covered by section 106(6) and licenes to such entity the right to publicly
perform a sound recording by means of digi1 transmission, the copyright owner shall
make the licensed sound recording available
under section 106(6) on terms and conditions no
I favorable to all similarly-situated entities offering similar types of digital transmission services, except that the copyright
owner may"(1) impose reasonable requirements for
creditworthiness; and
-(2) make reasonable adjustments to the
gices. terms, and conditions to take into account the types of services offered, the duraclon of the license, the geographic region.
the numbers of subscribers served, and any

other relevant factors."
We believe this modified language would address the concerns set forth above by (1) ex;anding the coverage of the subsection to include situations where right holders collectively control a programmer or have a stake
in a programmer that does not rise to the
level of positive control: (2) restricting the
ability of a right holder to discriminate
based on pretextual dissimilarities among affMliated and non-affiliated programmers; (3)
preserving the ability of rights holders to
take substantial differences among progrLammers Into account: and (4) ensuring that a
P'ogmznmer is not bound by statute to aco
cept an artificially high license fee.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on S. 27. In our view. the bill would be
measurably improved If Congress were to
adopt the suggested modifications or take
other steps to address the concerns we have
raised. Please do not hesitate to contact me
at any time for further elaboration of the
vim expressed.
The Office of Management and Budget has
advised that there is no objection from the
standpoint of the Administration's program
to the submission of this report to the Con-

gres
Sincerely.
Kir
MAt
e.
Acting Assitant Altoy-na General.
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which in
SWE cable Radio Company (SWE).
for negainterest-enough
35%
a
holds
Dig,tve control over any major decision-n
PreitslCable Radio Associates L.P. (DCR). their
these partners could favor
at the
ollectively controlled programmer
the
(DMX).
Express
Music
Digital
of
e1nae
227
only other digital radio programmer. S.
would not prevent discrimination of this
tC;ond. it is by no means clear that pro-

FOOTNOTES
'Digital subscription transmission services currently provide approximately 60 CD-quality chan.
nels of audio Programming to cable and satellit.e television subscribers.
2SLx major record companies and their aliliate.
(the "'majors") collectively account for approximately eighty to eighty-five percent of the U.S. and
worldwide markets for prerecorded records. taw
and compact discs.
3When a recording artist signs with a malor record
label, he or she typically transfers all copyrights.
Including any performance right, to the record cornpany in Perpetuity throughout the world.
U.S. DEPARTMNm oP JUSTICz,
OFFics Or LaoiSLATIVU AFFAiRS.
Washington, DC. July 21, 1995.
Hon. PATRICK LEAHY.
U.S. Senate,
Washington. DC.
DFAR SENATOR LEARY: This letter responds
to your June 29. 1996, letter to Anne K.
Bingaman In which you. joined by Senators
Thurmand. Kyl and Brown. asked for the Department of Justice's views on whether the
most recent changes made to S. 227 adequately address the antitrust concerns raised
in the Department's June 20, 1996, letter to
you on this subject.
S. 227 would amend the Copyright Act to
create a performance right in digital transmissions. Under the bill. right holders would
have the authority to receive royalty fees
from, and, in some cases, negotiate the
terms of the performance of their sound recordings by digital delivery services such as
trasand
subscriptions
pay-per-listen
mission services.
The Administration supports the establishment of a performance right for sound recordings. Generally. we believe that S. 2
would advance competition by allowing producers of sound recordings control over certain transmissions of their recordings by
some digital services, thus potentially allowing them to limit the threat of uncompensated home copying by subscribers of those
services.
As set forth more fully in our earlier letter. the original language of S. 227 could
have been read to statutorily authorize sotivities that might otherwise violate the
antitrust laws. Specifically. proposed subsection (e) arguably would have authorized
rights holders-typically record companiesto designate "common agents" without appropriate safeguards to ensure against cartel
behavior. Similarly, proposed subsection (h)
could have been read to require an unaffiliated programmer to pay the same artiflcially high license as paid by an affiliated
programmer.
As we read the Chairman's Final Mark
Substitute Draft of S. 227. the revised bill
can no longer be read to exempt activity
that would otherwise clearly violate the
antitrust laws.
With respect to proposed subsection (e).
"Authority for Negotiations," we were concerned that the original language of the bill
would have the unintended effect of making
cartel conduct immune from antitrust scrutiny. In the revised bill, the role of the common agent has been substantially curtailed.
thus addressing our concern. Specifically. in
the context of "voluntary negotiations" for
a statutory license, the common agent is
now "non-exclusive"-meaning that a programmer may not be required to negotiate
through the common agent. In addition, any
impasse on license fees. terms and conditions
can be resolved by the rate panel, if necessary. Where a statutory license has not
been created (e.g.. for interactive transmissions or transmissions that exceed the

performance complement). the common
agent's role is limited to a "clearing house'
function. In other words, under those circumstances a common agent may not be the
instrument of collective negotiation of rates
and material terms. These changes address
our primary concerns with the original language of subsection (e).
With respect to proposed subsection (h).
"Licensing to Affiliates.' our primary concerns were whether the language of the bill:
(1) adequately defined situations in which
right holders might individually or collectively control an affiliate, and (2) would have
permitted right holders to impose artificially high license fees on non-affiliates.
With the addition of a definition of an "affiliated entity" in (JXI) and the replacement
of "similar terms and conditions" in subsection (h) with "no less favorable terms and
conditions." we believe that control of affiliates is adequately defined and that our competitive concern that the bill would create a
likelihood of competitive disadvantage for
non-affiliates has been addressed.
We believe that S. 22. as modified, adequately addresses the competition concerns
of the Department of Justice.
The Office of Management and Budget advises that there is no objection to the submission of this report from the standpoint of
the Administration's program.
Sincerely.
ANDREW Fois.
Assistant Attorney General.
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the committee':
amendment, as amended, be agreed to;
that the bill be deemed read a third
time and passed, as amended; that the
motion to reconsider be laid upon the
table; and that any statements relating
to the bill be placed at the appropriate
place in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
So the bill (S. 227), as amended, was
deemed read the third time and passed,
as follows:
S. 227

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled.
ION 1. SHOEr Tl1L.
S
This Act may be cited as the "Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of
1996".
SC

L EICLuSIVe RIGHTS IN COPYRIGHTED
WOR~M

Section 106 of title 17, United States Code,
is amended(1) in paragraph (4) by striking "and" after
the semicolon;
(2) in paragraph (5) by striking the period
and inserting "; and": and
(3) by adding at the end the following:
"(6) in the case of sound recordings, to perform the copyrighted work publicly by
means of a digital audio transmission.".
GEIGTS
IN SOUND
SW L SCOPE OF CLUSV
RRCORDING&

Section 114 of title 17, United States Code.
is amended'Prepoed subsection (exl) contains the clause
"[niotwithatanding any provision of the antitrust

laws ..
." We would prefer such language be deleted. although we understand that Congress has
used that languMe in other pwta of the Copyright
Act dealing with statutory licensees. Even with that
language. we note that the substance of proposed
submetion (eXI) does not appear to authorize conduct faially at odds with the antitrust iaws.
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(1) in subsection (a) by striking "and (3)"
and inserting "(3) and (6)";
(2) in subsection (b) in the first sentence by
striking "phonorecords. or of copies of motion pictures and other audiovisual works,"
and inserting "phonorecords or copies":
(3) by striking subsection (d) and inserting:
"(d) LIMITATIONS ON ZXCLUWVE RIGHT.Notwithstanding the provisions of section
106(6)AND
TRANSW5M1ONS
EXEMPT
"(1)
RETRANSM1SIONS.-The performance of a
digiof
a
by
means
sound recording publicly
tal audio transmission, other than as a part
of an interactive service, is not an infringement of section 106(6) if the performance is
part oftransmission
"(AXi) a nonsubecription
other than a retransmission;
"(ii) an initial nonsubscription retransmission made for direct reception by members of the public of a prior or simultaneous
incidental transmission that is not made for
direct reception by members of the public; or
"(ill) a nonsubcription broadcast transmission;
"(B) a retransmission of a nonsubecription
broadcast transmission: Provided, That, in
the case of a retransmission of a radio station's broadcast transmission"(i) the radio station's broadcast transmission is not willfully or repeatedly retransmitted more than a radius of 150 miles
from the site of the radio broadcast transmitter, however"(I) the 150 mile limitation under this
clause shall not apply when a nonsubscription broadcast transmission by a radio station licensed by the Federal Communications Commission is retransmitted on a nonsubscription basis by a terrestrial broadcast
station, terrestrial translator, or terrestrial
repeater licensed by the Federal Communications Commission; and
"()
in the case of a subscription retransmission of a nonsubscription broadcast retransmission covered by subclause (I). the
150 mile radius shall be measured from the
transmitter site of such broadcast retransmitter.
(ii) the retransmission is of radio station
broadcast transmissions that are•(I) obtained by the retranamitter over the
air;
-(II) not electronically processed by the retransmitter to deliver separate and discrete
signals; and
-(IIl) retransmitted only within the local
communities served by the retransmitter;
•(ii) the radio station's broadcast transmission was being retransmitted to cable
systems (as defined in section 111(f)) by a
satellite carrier on January 1. 1995, and that
retransmission was being retransmitted by
cable systems as a separate and discrete signal. and the satellite carrier obtains the
radio station's broadcast transmission in an
analog format: Provided. That the broadcast
transmission being retransmitted may embody the programming of no more than one
radio station: or
"(iv) the radio station's broadcast transmission is made by a noncommercial educational broadcast station funded on or after
January 1, 19 5, under section 396(k) of the
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.
396(k)). consists solely of noncommercial
educational and cultural radio programs, and
the retransmission, whether or not simultaneous, is a nonsubscription terrestrial broadcast retransmission; or
"(C) a transmission that comes within any
of the following categories:
"(I) a prior or simultaneous transmission
incidental to an exempt transmission, such

as a feed received by and then retransmitted
by an exempt transmltter- Provided, That
such incidental transmissions do not include
any subscription transmission directly for
reception by members of the public;
"(i) a transmission within a business establishment, confined to Its premises or the
immediately surrounding vicinity;
"(lii) a retransmission by any retransmitter, including a multichannel video programming distributor as defined in section 60(12)
of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.
5=(12)), of a transmission by a transmitter
licensed to publicly perform the sound recording as a part of that transmission, If the
retransmission is simultaneous with the lioensed traLsmission and authorized by the
transmitter, or
"(iv) a transmission to a business establishment for use in the ordinary course of its
business: Provded. That the business recipient does not retransmit the transmission
outside of its premises or the immediately
surrounding vicinity, and that the transmission does not exceed the sound recording
performance complement. Nothing in this
clause shall limit the scope of the exemption
in clause (ii).
"(2) SuBscRIPTION TRANSMISON.-In the
case of a subscription transmission not exempt under subsection (dX1), the performance of a sound recording publicly by means
of a digital audio transmission shall be subject to statutory licensing, in accordance
with subsection (f) of this section, ifr"(A) the transmission is not part of an
interactive service;
"(B) the transmission does not exceed the
sound recording performance complement;
"(C) the transmitting entity does not
cause to be published by means of an advance program schedule or prior announcement the titles of the specific sound recordings or phonorecords embodying such sound
recordings to be transmitted;
"(D) except in the case of transmission to
a business establishment, the transmitting
entity does not automatically and intentionally cause any device receiving the
transmission to switch from one program
channel to another; and
"(E) except as provided in section 100=(e) of
this title, the transmission of. the sound recording is accompanied by the information
encoded in that sound recording, if any, by
or under the authority of the copyright
owner of that sound recording, that identifles the title of the sound recording, the featured recording artist who performs on the
sound recording, and related information, including information concerning the underlying musical work and its writer.
"(3) LICENSES POR TRANSMISSIONS BY INTERACTIVE SERVICES.-

"(A) No interactive service shall be granted an exclusive license under section 106(6)
for the performance of a sound recording
publicly by means of digital audio transmission for a period in excess of 12 months.
except that with respect to an exclusive license granted to an interactive service by a
licensor that holds the copyright to 1.000 or
fewer sound recordings, the period of such license shall not exceed 24 months: Provided.
however. That the grantee of such exclusive
license shall be ineligible to receive another
exclusive license for the performance of that
sound recording for a period of 13 months
from the expiration of the prior exclusive license.
"(B) The limitation set forth in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph shall not apply
if-

"(I) the licensor has granted and there re-

main in effect licenses under section 106(6)
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for the public performance of sound reef
ings by means of digital audio transmi1
by at least 5 different interactive servy
Provided, however. That each such 1iof
must be for a minimum of 10 percent of t
copyrighted sound recordings owned by t
licensor that have been licensed to inr.
active services, but in no event les tbaa i

sound recordings; or
"(ii) the exclusive license is granted to pf.
form publicly up to 45 seconds of a sound mcording and the sole purpose of the perfem~
ance is to promote the distribution or pw.
formance of that sound recording.
"(C) Notwithstanding the grant of an a.
clusive or nonexclusive license of the rt
of public performance under section IORI),
an interactive service may not publicly per.
form a sound recording unless a license hus
been granted for the public performance of
any copyrighted musical work contained in
the sound recording: Provided, That such license to publicly perform the copyrighted
musical work may be granted either by a
performing rights society representing the
oopyright owner or by the copyright owner.
"(D) The performance of a sound recording
by means of a retransmission of a digita
audio transmission is not an infringement of
section 106(6) if(I) the retransmission is of a transmission
by an interactive service licensed to publicly
perform the sound recording to a particul
member of the public as part of that tranmission; and
"(l) the retransmission Is simultaneous
with the licensed transmission. authoriled
by the transmitter, and limited to that Wticular member of the public intended by the
interactive service to be the recipient of the
transmission.
"(E) For the purposes of this paragraph"(l) a 'licensor' shall Include the licensn
entity and any other entity under any material degree of common ownership, management. or control that owns copyrights in
sound recordings; and
"(it) a 'performing rights society' is an W
sociation or corporation that license the
public performance of nondramatic musical
works on behalf of the copyright owner, suc
as the American Society of Composers. Authors and Publishers, Broadcast Music, Inc.
and SESAC, Inc.
"(4) RIGHTS NOT OTHERWISE LIMITED."(A) Except as expressly provided in tW
section, this section does not limit or inpir
the exclusive right to perform a sound recording publicly by means of a digital audio
transmission under section 106(6).
-(B) Nothing in this section annuls or lHO"
Its in any way"(i) the exclusive right to publicly perform
a musical work. including by means of A dig'
ital audio transmission, under section 106(4):
"(ii) the exclusive rights in a sound recOrd"
Ing or the musical work embodied therein
under sections 106(0). 106(2) and 106(3): or
"(ii) any other rights under any otber
clause of section 106. or remedies available
under this title, as such rights or remedies
exist either before or after the date of 011"t'
ment of the Digital Performance Rigbt It
Sound Recordings Act of 1995.
"(C) Any limitations in this section on te
exclusive right under section 106(6) pply
only to the exclusive right under section
106(6) and not to any other exclusive rigbt
under section 106. Nothing in this s ection

shall be construed to annul, limit. Impair or

otherwise affect in any way the ability of tle
owner of a copyright in a sound recordi. t
exercise the rights under sections 106l)'
106(2) and 106(3), or to obtain the retedie'
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to such
,valiable under this title pursuant
rights, as such rights and remedies exist eiter before or after the date of enactment of
,e Digital Performance Right in Sound Re,trdlngs Act of 1995."; and
(4) by adding after subsection (d) the folloinl(
"(e) AtIrWORrrY FOR NzgOTIATIONS."(1) Notwithstanding any provision of the
laws. in negotiating statutory li,tiut
any
c~a in accordance with subsection (f).
cpyright owners of sound recordings and
sy entities performing sound recordings affettd by this section may negotiate and
,ree upon the royalty rates and license
terns and conditions for the performance of
such sound recordings and the proportionate
division of fees paid among copyright owner. and may designate common agents on a
uonexcluslve basis to negotiate. agree to.
py. or receive payments.
"(2) For licenses granted under section
106(6). other than statutory licenses, such as
for performances by interactive services or
performances that exceed the sound recordig performance complement--(A) copyright owners of sound recordings
,ffecwed by this section may designate common agents to act on their behalf to grant Iicenses and receive and remit royalty paymeats: Provided. That each copyright owner
all establish the royalty rates and materW license terms and conditions unilaterally, that is. not in agreement, combination.
or conCert with other copyright owners of
sound recordings; and
-(B) entities performing sound recordings
affected by this section may designate common agents to act on their behalf to obtain
licenses and collect and pay royalty fees:
provided, That each entity performing sound
Wredings shall determine the royalty rates
,nd material license terms and conditions
unilaterally. that is. not in agreement, combination. or concert with other entities performing sound recordings.
"(f) LICENSES FOR NONEXEMPr SUBSCRiPTI0I TRANSMISSIONS."(I) No later than 30 days after the enactment of the Digital Performance Right in
Sound Recordings Act of 1995. the Librarian
of Congress shall cause notice to be published in the Federal Register of the initiation of voluntary negotiation proceedings
for the purpose of determining reasonable
terms and rates of royalty payments for the
activities specified by subsection (dX2) of
ths section during the period beginning on
the effective date of such Act and ending on
December 31. 2000. Such terms and rates
shall distinguish among the different types
of digital audio transmission services then in
operation. Any copyright owners of sound recordings or any entities performing sound recordings affected by this section may submit
to the Librarian of Congress licenses cover1mg such activities with respect to such
sound recordings. The parties to each negotion proceeding shall bear their own costs.
"(2) In the absence of license agreements
negotiated under paragraph (1). during the
0'day period commencing 6 months after
Publication of the notice specified in paragraph (1). and upon the filing of a petition in
accordance with section 803(aXl), the Librarian of Congress shall, pursuant to chapter 8.
Convene a copyright arbitration royalty
Panel to determine and publish in the Feder'l Register a schedule of rates and terms
Which, subject to paragraph (3). shall be
binding on all copyright owners of sound reCrdiun and entities performing sound reC'ulings. In addition to the objectives set
forth In section e01(bXl). in establishing such

rates and terms. the copyright arbitration
royalty panel may consider the rates and
terms for comparable types of digital audio
transmission services and comparable circumstances under voluntary license agreemente negotiated as provided in paragraph
(1). The Librarian of Congress shall also es
tablish requirements by which copyright
owners may receive reasonable notice of the
use of their sound recordings under this section. and under which records of such use
shall be kept and made available by entities
performing sound recordings.
"(3) License agreements voluntarily negotiated at any time between one or more
copyright owners of sound recordings and
one or more entities performing sound recordings shall be given effect in lieu of any
determination by a copyright arbitration
royalty panel or decision by the Librarian of
Congress.
"(4XA) Publication of a notice of the initiation of voluntary negotiation proceedings
as specified in paragraph (1) shall be repeated, in accordance with regulations that
the Librarian of Congress shall prescribe"(I) no later than 30 days after a petition Is
filed by any copyright owners of sound recordings or any entities performing sound recordings affected by this section Indicating
that a new type of digital audio transmission
service on which sound recordings are performed is or is about to become operational;
and
"(ii) in the first week of January. 2000 and
at 5-year intervals thereafter.
"(BXi) The procedures specified in Paragraph (2) shall be repeated. In accordance
with regulations that the Librarian of Congress shall prescribe, upon the filing of a petition in accordance with section B0(aXl)
during a 60-day period commencing"(I) six months after publication of a notice of the initiation of voluntary negotiation proceedings under paragraph (1) pursuant to a petition under paragraph (4XAXi); or
"(I) on July 1. 200 and at 5-year intervals
thereafter.
"(ii) The procedures specified in paragraph
(2) shall be concluded in accordance with section am.
"(5XA) Any person who wishes to perform
a sound recording publicly by means of a
nonexempt subscription transmission under
this subsection may do so without infringing
the exclusive right of the copyright owner of
the sound recording"(i) by complying with such notice requirements as the Librarian of Congress shall prescribe by regulation and by paying royalty
fees in accordance with this subsection; or
"(i) if such royalty fees have not been set.
by agreeing to pay such royalty fees as shall
be determined in accordance with this subsection.
"(B) Any royalty payments in arrears shall
be made on or before the twentieth day of
the month next succeeding the month in
which the royalty fees are set.
"(g) PROCma FROM LICENMNo Of SUBSCRIPTION TRANSMISSIONS."(1) Except in the case of a subscription
transmission licensed in accordance with
subsection (f) of this section"(A) a featured recording artist who performs on a sound recording that has been 11censed for a subscription transmission shall
be entitled to receive payments from the
copyright owner of the sound recording in
accordance with the terms of the artis*'s
contract; and
"(B) a nonfeatured recording artist who
performs on a sound recording that has been
licensed for a subscription transmission shall
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be entitled to receive payments from the
copyright owner of the sound recording in
accordance with the terms of the nonfeatured recording artist's applicable contract
or other applicable agreement.
"(2) The copyright owner of the exclusive
right under section 106(6) of this title to publicly perform a sound recording by means of
a digital audio transmission shall allocate to
recording artists in the following manner its
receipts from the statutory licensing of subscription transmisslon performances of the
sound recording in accordance with subsection (f)of this section:
"(A) 2% percent of the receipt. shall be deposited in an escrow account managed by an
independent administrator jointly appointed
by copyright owners of sound recordings and
the American Federation of Musicians (or
any successor entity) to be distributed to
nonfeatured musicians (whether or not members of the American Federation of Mustcians) who have performed on sound record-

ings.
"(B) 2 percent of the receipts shall be deposited in an escrow account managed by an
independent administrator jointly appointed
by copyright owners of sound recordings and
the American Federation of Television and
Radio Artists (or any successor entity) to be
distributed to nonfeatured vocalists (whether or not members of the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists) who
have performed on sound recordings.
"(C) 45 percent of the receipts shall be allocated, on a per sound recording basis, to the
recording artist or artists featured on such
sound recording (or the persons conveying
rights In the artists' performance in the
sound recordings).
"(h) LIczNSIo TO AFJLLAT'."(1) If the copyright owner of a sound recording licenses an affiliated entity the right
to publicly perform a sound recording by
means of a digital audio transmission under
section 106(6). the copyright owner shall
make the licensed sound recording available
under section 106(6) on no less favorable
terms and conditions to all bona fide entities
that offer similar services, except that, if
there are material differences in the scope of
the requested license with respect to the
type of service, the particular sound recordings licensed, the frequency of use, the number of subscribers served, or the duration.
then the copyright owner may establish different terms and conditions for such other
services.
"(2) The limitation set forth in paragraph
(1) of this subsection shall not apply in the
case where the copyright owner of a sound
recording licenses-"(A) an interactive service; or
"(B) an entity to perform publicly up to 45
seconds of the sound recording and the sole
purpose of the performance is to promote the
distribution or performance of that sound recording.
"(i)No Einswr ON ROYALTIES FOR UNDERLYINO WoRK.-ILicense fees payable for the
public performance of sound recordings
under section 106(6) shall not be taken into
account in any administrative, judicial, or
other governmental proceeding to set or adJust the royalties payable to copyright owners of musical works for the public performance of their woris. It is the intent of Congres
that royalties payable to copyright
owners of musical works for the public performance of their works shall not be diminished in any respect as a result of the rights
granted by section 106(6).
"(j) DzymmrroNs.-As used in this section.
the following terms have the following
meanings:
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"(1) An 'affiliated entity' is an entity engaging in digital audio transmissions covered by section 106(6). other than an interactive service, in which the licensor has any
direct or indirect partnership or any ownership interest amounting to 5 percent or more
of the outstanding voting or non-voting
stock.
"(2) A 'broadcast' transmission is a transmission made by a terrestrial broadcast station licensed as such by the Federal Communications Commission.
-(3) A 'digital audio transmission' is a digital transmission as defined in section 101.
that embodies the transmission of a sound
recording. This term does not include the
transmission of any audiovisual work.
"(4) An 'interactive service' is one that enables a member of the public to receive, on
request, a transmission of a particular sound
recording chosen by or on behalf of the recipient. The ability of individuals to request
that particular sound recordings be performed for reception by the public at large
does not make a service interactive. If an entity offers both interactive and non-interactive services (either concurrently or at different times), the non-interactive component
shall not be treated as part of an interactive
service.
"(5) A 'nonsubscription' transmission is
any transmission that is not a subscription
transmission.
"(6) A retransmission' is a further transmission of an initial transmission, and includes any further retransmission of the
same transmission. Except as provided in
this section, a transmission qualifies as a
'retransmission' only if it is simultaneous
with the initial transmission. Nothing in
this definition shall be construed to exempt
a transmission that fails to satisfy a separate element required to qualify for an exemption under section 114(dXl).
"(7) The 'sound recording performance
complement' is the transmission during any
3-hour period, on a particular channel used
by a transmitting entity, of no more than"*(A) 3 different selections of sound recordings from any one phonorecord lawfully distributed for public performance or sale in the
United States. if no more than 2 such selections are transmitted consecutively; or
" (B) 4 different selections of sound recordings
"(i)by the same featured recording artist;
or
.(ii)
from any set or compilation of
phonorecords lawfully distributed together
as a unit for public performance or sale in
the United States.
if no more than three such selections are
transmitted consecutively: Provided, That
the transmission of selections in excess of
the numerical limits provided for in clauses
(A) and (B) from multiple phonorecords shall
nonetheless qualify as a sound recording performance complement if the programming of
the multiple phonorecords was not willfully
intended to avoid the numerical limitations
prescribed in such clauses.
"(8) A 'subscription' transmission is a
transmission that is controlled and limited
to particular recipients, and for which consideration is required to be paid or otherwise
given by or on behalf of the recipient to receive the transmission or a package of transmissions including the transmission.
"(9) A 'transmission' includes both an initial transmission and a retransmission.".
SEC. 4. MECHANICAL ROYAL1M] IN DIGITAL
PHONORECORD DEIJVERM&
Section 115 of title 17. United States Code,
is amended-

RECORD-SENAT E

(1) in subsection (aXI)(A) in the first sentence by striking out
"any other person" and inserting in lieu
thereof "any other person, including those
who make phonorecords or digital phonorecord deliveries."; and
(B) in the second sentence by inserting before the period ", including by means of a
digital phonorecord delivery";
(2) in subsection (cX2) in the second sentence by Inserting "and other than as provided in paragraph (3)." after "For this purpose.";
(3) by redesiguating paragraphs (3), (4). and
(5) of subsection (c) as paragraphs (4). (5). and
(6). respectively, and by inserting after paragraph (2) the following new Paragraph:
"(SMA) A compulsory license under this
section includes the right of the compulsory
licensee to distribute or authorize the distribution of a phonorecord of a nondramatic
musical work by means of a digital transmission which constitutes a digital phonorecord delivery, regardless of whether the
digital transmission is also a public performance of the sound recording under section
106(6) of this title or of any nondramatic musical work embodied therein under section
106(4) of this title. For every digital phonorecord delivery by or under the authority of
the compulsory licensee"(i) on or before December 31. 1997. the royalty payable by the compulsory licensee
shall be the royalty prescribed under paragraph (2) and chapter 8 of this title; and
"(ii) on or after January 1. 196. the royalty payable by the compulsory licensee
shall be the royalty prescribed under subparagraphs (B) through (F) and chapter 8 of
this title.
"(B) Notwithstanding any provision of the
antitrust laws, any copyright owners of nondramatic musical works and any persons entitled to obtain a compulsory license under
subsection (aXI) may negotiate and agree
upon the terms and rates of royalty paymente under this paragraph and the proportionate division of fees paid among copyright
owners, and may designate common agents
to negotiate, agree to. pay or receive such
royalty payments. Such authority to negotiate the terms and rates of royalty payments includes, but is not limited to. the authority to negotiate the year during which
the royalty rates prescribed under subparagraphs (B) through (F) and chapter 8 of this
title shall next be determined.
"(C) During the period of June 30, 1996.
through December 31. 1996. the Librarian of
Congress shall cause notice to be published
in the Federal Register of the initiation of
voluntary negotiation proceedings for the
purpose of determining reasonable terms and
rates of royalty payments for the activities
specified by subparagraph (A) during the period beginning January 1. 1996, and ending on
the effective date of any new terms and rates
established pursuant to subparagraph (C),
(D) or (F). or such other date (regarding digital phonorecord deliveries) as the parties
may agree. Such terms and rates shall distinguish between (i) digital phonorecord deliveries where the reproduction or distribution of a phonorecord is incidental to the
transmission which constitutes the digital
phonorecord delivery, and (ii) digital phonorecord deliveries in general. Any copyright
owners of nondramatic musical works and
any persons entitled to obtain a compulsory
license under subsection (aXi) may submit
to the Librarian of Congress licenses covering such activities. The parties to each negotiation proceeding shall bear their own costs.
"(D) In the absence of license agreements
negotiated under subparagraphs (B) and (C).
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upon the filing of a petition in accordance
with section M(aXl). the Librarian of Con.
shall, pursuant to chapter 8, convene a
gw
copyright arbitration royalty panel to determine and publish in the Federal Register a
schedule of rates and terms which, subject to
subparagraph (E). shall be binding on all
copyright owners of nondramatic musical
works and persons entitled to obtain a compulsory license under subsection (aX) during the period beginning January 1. 1996. and
ending on the effective date of any new
terms and rates established pursuant to subparagraph (C), (D) or (F). or such other date
(regarding digital phonorecord deliveries) as
may be determined pursuant to subparagraphs (B) and (C). Such terms and rates
shall distinguish between (I) digital phonorecord deliveries where the reproduction or
distribution of a phonorecord is incidental to
the transmission which constitutes the digital phonorecord delivery, and (ii) digital phonorecord deliveries in general. In addition to
the objectives set forth in section 801(bX1).
in establishing such rates and terms, the
copyright arbitration royalty panel may
consider rates and terms under voluntary license agreements negotiated as provided in
subparagraphs (B) and (C). The royalty rates
payable for a compulsory license for a digital
phonorecord delivery under this section shall
be established de novo and no precedential
effect shall be given to the amount of the
royalty payable by a compulsory licensee for
digital phonorecord deliveries on or before
December 31. 1997. The Librarian of Congress
shall also establish requirements by which
copyright owners may receive reasonable notice of the use of their works under this section. and under which records of such use
shall be kept and made available by persons
making digital phonorecord deliveries.
"(EXI) License agreements voluntarily negotiated at any time between one or more
copyright owners of nondramatic musical
works and one or more persons entitled to
obtain a compulsory license under subsection (aX1) shall be given effect in lieu of
any determination by the Librarian of Congress. Subject to clause (ii). the royalty
rates determined pursuant to subparagraph
(C). (D) or (F) shall be given effect in lieu of
any contrary royalty rates specified in &
contract pursuant to which a recording artist who is the author of a nondramatic musical work grants a license under that person's
exclusive rights in the musical work under
sections 106(1) and (3) or commits another
person to grant a license in that musical
work under sections 106(1) and (3). to a Person desiring to fix in a tangible mediurn of
expression a sound recording embodying the
musical work.
-(0l) The second sentence of clause (I) sb ll
not apply to"(I) a contract entered. into on or before
June 22. 1995. and not modified thereafter for
the purpose of reducing the royalty rates determined pursuant to subparagraph (C). (Di
or (F) or of increasing the number of music
works within the scope of the contract cov
ered by the reduced rates, except if a c°
tract entered Into on or before June 22. 10'
is modified thereafter for the purpose of i '
creasing the number of musical works wlttb
the scope of the contract. any contrary Y
be
alty rates specified in the contract shall
"
e
given effect in lieu of royalty rites d
mined pursuant to subparagraph (C). () or
(F) for the number of musical works withthe scope of the contract as of June 22.19'

~te

and
"(I) a contract entered into after the date
that the sound recording is fixed in A
gible medium of expression substantilly i0
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th contract is entered into. the reartis t retains the right to grant Itthe
cord= to the musical work under sections
c e~ j a-*-d 106(3).
forim
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,"(F)anh
106()

pr
specified in subparscd'h
px )rocedures

be repeated and con-aph5 (C) and (D) shall
cd:'ed in accordance with regulations that
shall prescribe, in
the Librarian of Congress
199. except to
after
year
each fifth calendar
for the reyears
different
tle extent that
of such proceedings
.,0ting'and concluding
with subbe determined in accordance

and (C).
paragraphs (B) as
provided
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in section 1002(e)
..() Except
phonorecord delivery
of this title. a digital
shall be aclicensed under this paragraph
encoded in
companied by the information
by or under the
the sound recording, if any.
of that
authority of the copyright owner
of
sound recording, that identifies the title
recording
the sound recording, the featured
recording.
artist who performs on the sound
informaand related information. including
work
tion concerning the underlying musical
and its writer.
-(HXi) A digital phonorecord delivery of a
sound recording is actionable as an act of in-trngement under section 501. and is fully
subject to the remedies provided by sections
52 through 506 and section 509. unless-"(I) the digital phonorecord delivery has
been authorized by the copyright owner of
the sound recording; and
.,(II) the owner of the copyright in the
sound recording or the entity making the
digital phonorecord delivery has obtained a
compulsory license under this section or has
otherwise been authorized by the copyright
owner of the musical work to distribute or
authorize the distribution, by means of a
digital phonorecord delivery, of each musical
work embodied in the sound recording.
"(ii) Any cause of action under this subparagraph shall be in addition to those available to the owner of the copyright in the
nondramatic musical work under subsection
(c)(6) and section 106(4) and the owner of the
copyright in the sound recording under section 106(6).
"(I) The liability of the copyright owner of
a sound recording for infringement of the
copyright in a nondramatic musical work
embodied in the sound recording shall be determined in accordance with applicable law,
except that the owner of a copyright in a
sound recording shall not be liable for a digital phonorecord delivery by a third party if
the owner of the copyright in the sound recording does not license the distribution of a
phonorecord of the nondramatic musical
work.
"(J) Nothing in section 1008 shall be construed to prevent the exercise of the rights
and remedies allowed by this paragraph,
paragraph (6). and chapter 5 in the event of
a digital phonorecord delivery, except that
no action alleging infringement of copyright
may be brought under this title against a
manufacturer, importer or distributor of a
digital audio recording device, a digital
audio recording medium, an analog recording device, or an analog recording medium.
or against a consumer, based on the actions
described in such section.
"(K) Nothing in this section annuls or limits (I) the exclusive right to publicly perform
a sound recording or the musical work embodied therein, including by means of a digital transmission, under sections 106(4) and
106(6), (ii) except for compulsory licensing
under the conditions specified by this section. the exclusive rights to reproduce and
distribute the sound recording and the musi-

cal work embodied therein under sections
106(1) and 106(3), including by means of a digany other
ital phonorecord delivery, or (Ill)
rights under any other provision of section
106, or remedies available under this title, as
such rights or remedies exist either before or
after the date of enactment of the Digital
Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act
of 1996.
"(L) The provisions of this section concerning digital phonorecord deliveries shall
not apply to any exempt transmissions or retransmissions under section 114(dXl). The exemptions created in section 114(d)(1) do not
expand or reduce the rights of copyright
owners under section 106(1) through (5) with
respect to such transmissions and retransmissions."; and
(5) by adding after subsection (c) the following:
"(d) DEFINrrIoN.-As used in this section.
the following term has the following meaning: A 'digital phonorecord delivery' is each
individual delivery of a phonorecord by digital transmission of a sound recording which
results in a specifically identifiable reproduction by or for any transmission recipient
of a phonorecord of that sound recording, regardless of whether the digital transmission
is also a public performance of the sound recording or any nondramatic musical work
embodied therein. A digital phonorecord delivery does not result from a real-time, noninteractive subscription transmission of a
sound recording where no reproduction of
the sound recording or the musical work embodied therein is made from the inception of
the transmission through to its receipt by
the transmission recipient in order to make
the sound recording audible.".
SEC. L CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.
(a) DEFINITIONS.-Section 101 of title 17.
United States Code. is amended by inserting
after the definition of "device". "machine".
or "process" the following:
"A 'digital transmission' is a transmission
in whole or in part in a digital or other nonanalog format.".
(b) LUMATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE RIOHTS: SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS.-Section 111(cXl) of

title 17. United States Code, is amended in
the first sentence by inserting "and section
114(d)" after "of this subsection".
(c) LIMRTATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS: SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS OF SUPERSTATIONS

AND NETWORK STATIONS FOR PRIVATE HOME
VIEWING.(1) Section 119(aXl) of title 17, United
States Code, is amended in the first sentence
by inserting "and section 114(d)" after "of
this subsection".
(2) Section 119(aX2)(A) of title 17, United
States Code. is amended in the first sentence
by inserting "and section 114(d)" after "of
this subsection".
(d) COPYRIGHT ARBIrRATION ROYALTY PANELS.-

(1) Section 801(bXl) of title 17. United
States Code, is amended in the first and second sentences by striking "115" each place it
appears and inserting "114. 115,".
(2) Section 802(c) of title 17. United States
Code, is amended in the third sentence by
striking "section 111. 116, or 119." and inserting "section 111, 114, 116, or 119, any person
entitled to a compulsory license under section 114(d). any person entitled to a compulsory license under section 115,".
(3) Section 802(g) of title 17, United States
Code. is amended in the third sentence by inserting "114," after "111,".
(4) Section 802(hX2) of title 17. United
States Code, is amended by inserting "114."
after "111.".

(5) Section 803(aXl) of title 17. United
States Code, is amended in the first sentence
by striking "115" and inserting "114. 115" and
by striking "and (4)" and inserting "(4) and
(5)".
(6) Section 803(aX3) of title 17, United
States Code, is amended by inserting before
the period "or as prescribed in section
115(cX3XD)".
(7) Section 80(a) of title 17, United States
Code. is amended by inserting after paragraph (4) the following new paragraph:
"(5) With respect to proceedings under section 801(bXl) concerning the determination
of reasonable terms and rates of royalty payments as provided in section 114, the Librarian of Congress shall proceed when and as
provided by that section.".
SEC. & EFFECTIVE DATE.

This Act and the amendments made by
this Act shall take effect 3 months after the
date of enactment of this Act, except that
the provisions of sections 114(e) and 114(f) of
title 17, United States Code (as added by section 3 of this Act) shall take effect immediately upon the date of enactment of this
Act.

ORDERS70 SZ92 NESDAY,

AUG VS

9, 1995

Mr. GORTON. 1W. President, I ask
unanimous consentl that when the Senate completes its I business today, it
stand in recess until the hour of 9 a.m.,
1
Wednesday, August 9, 1995; that following the prayer. the Journa1 of proceedings be deemed aproved to date, the
time for the two leaders be reserved for
their use later in t e day; and that the
Senate immediate l resume consideration of the Inte ior appropriations
bill, with 30 minut for debate remaining on the Domeni i amendment, with
the vote occurring on or in relation to
the Domenici amer dment at the expiration or the yieidtng back of that

time.

I

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so o dered.
PROGRAM:
Mr. GORTON. M4. President, for the
information of all §enators, the Senate
will resume consi ration of the Interior bill at 9 a.m tomorrow, with a
rollcall vote occuring at 9:30 a.m. Additional rollcall vc 4s can be expected
to occur during We nesday's session of
the Senate in rela ion to the Interior
bill, the DOD auti orization bill, the
DOD appropriatios bill and/or the
Transportation apoiopriations bill. All
a late night
Members should -pect

session on Wednesday in order to make
progress on any or k11 of these bills.
RECESS UNTIL 9
Mr. GORTON. MI
is no further busii
the Senate, I now
sent that the Sen
under the previous
There being no o
at 10:26 p.m., recesi
August 9, 1995, at 9

A.M. TOMORROW
President, if there
ess to come before
6sk unanimous con6te stand in recess
wder.
jection, the Senate,
d until Wednesday,
L.m.

99-059 0-97 VoL 141(P. 16)26
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